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Chapter 1

Introduction

Typically the influence of surface or interfacial tension on (most) large scale fluid dynam-
ics problems is negligible. As the spatial dimensions are reduced, the surface-to-volume
ratio and correspondingly the balance of forces changes such that interfacial tension
gradients or Marangoni stresses are often the dominant driving forcebehind fluid flow.
The probably most prominent example of these Marangoni flows are the widely known
Tears of Wine. A shadowgraphy image of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 1.1. Be-
sides offering fascinating dinner table experiments, Marangoni flows are also harnessed
in technological applications such as solution deposition techniques or liquid actuation
in microfluidic devices.

A variety of mechanisms can give rise to Marangoni stresses and flows, such as ther-
mal and compositional gradients. This thesis is focused on surfactant-induced Marangoni
flows. Surfactant is an abbreviation forsurface-active agentand denotes substances that

Figure 1.1: The probably most fa-
mous example of Marangoni flow,
the Tears of Wine. The shadowg-
raphy image gives an idea of the
complex flow phenomena as a result
of surface tension gradients arising
due to the evaporation induced non-
uniform alcohol concentration in the
liquid that is wetting the wine glass.
The glass was illuminated from the
right and the image was recorded
with a consumer digital camera.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Sketch illustrating the principal molecular structure of a surface-active
substance. Surfactant molecules usually comprise a polar and a non-polar part, resulting
in their tendency to accumulate at fluid interfaces. (b) Interface between apolar and a
non-polar fluid in the presence of a non-uniformly distributed surfactant.The surfactant
accumulates at the interface of the two fluids, lowering the interfacial tension. A non-
uniform spatial distribution gives rise to Marangoni stresses, which in turn induce flow
at the interface from regions of high interfacial concentration or low interfacial tension
to regions of low interfacial concentration or high interfacial tension.

reduce interfacial tension due to their tendency to adsorb at interfaces.The origin of their
surface-active nature lies in their amphiphilic molecular structure, i.e. these substances
generally comprise a polar and a non-polar part. This molecular structure isqualita-
tively sketched in Fig. 1.2(a). At a fluid-fluid interface, regions with a highsurfactant
concentration therefore have a lower interfacial tension than regions oflow surfactant
concentration. This gives rise to flow and facilitates the spreading of the surfactants
from regions of high to regions of low surfactant concentration3,87,152, as sketched in
Fig. 1.2(b). In this sketch the interface between a polar and a non-polar liquid is illus-
trated in the presence of a surfactant. Surfactant is present in both bulkphases (which
dependent on the system configuration might not be the case) in different concentra-
tions. The concentration of the surfactant at the interface increases from the left to right
side. The direction of the resulting Marangoni-stress induced flow from right to left at
the liquid-liquid interface as a consequence of the non-uniform surfactant distribution is
indicated by the black arrows.

The work on surfactant induced flows described in this thesis can be divided in two
main topics, the spreading of surfactants along liquid-air and liquid-liquid interfaces
and the fascinating phenomenon of surfactant self-propulsion. In the remainder of this
chapter, first an overview of the literature regarding surfactant spreading will be given,
followed by an overview of self-propulsion phenomena. The introduction concludes
with an outline of the structure of the thesis and an overview of the treated topics. Fur-
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thermore, surfactant spreading and specifically the work presented here will be discussed
in the context of technological processes. One of them being EnhancedOil Recovery83

(EOR) in this field, the spreading of surfactant could provide an interesting transport
mechanism.

1.1 Literature overview - Surfactant spreading

Existing studies on surfactant spreading and the associated flows predominantly focused
on the far field spreading dynamics in simple systems at liquid-air interfaces. Oil and sur-
factant spreading along the surface of deep liquid layers has been investigated by Fay43

and Hoult66. Huh et al.67 studied the spreading rate of a thin liquid on an immiscible
liquid substrate by means of experiments and an approximate quasi-steady analysis. The
driving force was assumed to be a combination of gravity and interfacial forces. Foda
and Cox47 considered the spreading of a thin liquid film on a water-air interface for the
case where surface tension gradients drive the motion. Camp and Berg18 performed ex-
periments regarding the unidirectional spreading of several pure oils and oil-surfactant
mixtures on water in the surface-tension regime and reported data consistent with the
similarity solution of Foda and Cox47. The leading edge positionL of a spreading oleic
acid film was determined to scale with time asL ∼ tα with the spreading exponent
α = 3/4. Jensen72 presented a detailed theoretical study and showed that for spread-

ing over uncontaminated layersL ∼
(

(∂γ/∂Γ)2t3
)1/[2(n+2)]

, wheren = 1 for a strip
geometry andn = 2 for a droplet. For pre-contaminated layers he derived the asymp-
totic scalingL ∼ t3/4 for both strip- and droplet geometries. Joos and Van Hunsel78

considered the spreading of droplets of surfactant solutions on immiscible organic liq-
uids and found a spreading exponent of 3/4 for a solution of a fluorinated surfactant
on CCl4. For a different material combination Svitovaet al.140 reported spreading dy-
namics that cannot be represented by a powerlaw and that proceeded slower for pure
dodecane than for a substantially more viscous mineral oil as the sub-phase. Surfactant
spreading at the air-liquid interface of thin liquid films has been studied extensively in
the past7,11,41,45,46,51,52,56,71,74,75,92,93,136,142,143,149. Ahmad and Hansen7 reported on the
spreading of oleic acid on glycerol films and found a spreading exponent of α = 0.5. Us-
ing experiments and theoretical models based on the lubrication approximation,Troian
et al.143 as well as Grotberg and co-workers11,51,52investigated axisymmetric unsteady
spreading of surfactant monolayers on thin liquid films. Film thinning occurred in the
vicinity of the deposited surfactant as well as film thickening and the formationof a
rim near the surfactant leading edge. Jensen and Grotberg presenteda model for the
spreading of soluble surfactants74 considering linearized sorption kinetics and fast ver-
tical diffusion across the film thickness. Different solubilities of the surfactant induced
qualitative differences in the flow patterns. Jensen71 discussed similarity solutions of
surfactant driven flow problems. Starovet al. treated the spreading of a drop of a sur-
factant solution over a thin water film as a two-stage process136. In a first stage the
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surface concentration was kept constant to account for micellar dissolution, followed by
a second stage where, after micelle depletion, the total mass of surfactant adsorbed at
the surface was assumed constant.

Troian et al.143, Frank and Garoff49, He and Ketterson64, Matar and Troian92,93,
Cachileet al.16,17, Fischer and Troian45,46, Afsar-Siddiquiet al.4–6, Warneret al.149 and
Jensen and Naire75 considered instabilities occurring near the perimeter of spreading
surfactant droplets and surfactant fronts. Evanset al. investigated the role of surfactants
in the formation of crater defects in drying paint layers41. Dussaudet al. studied the dy-
namics of insoluble surfactant monolayers spreading on glycerol films35. Experimental
film thickness profiles were obtained by means of Moire topography. A spreading expo-
nent ofα = 0.23 was found, which is close to the analytically predicted value for radial
spreading of a finite quantity of deposited surfactant. Craster and Matar24 elucidated
the effect of autophobing of surfactant solutions. The combined effect of temperature
and surfactant concentration gradients was studied by Borhanet al., Chen and Stebe,
Edmonstone and Matar, as well as Hanumanthu and Stebe12,22,39,59.

In the context of pulmonary surfactant transport, several groups investigated exoge-
nous surfactant spreading along thin liquid films adhering to the interior surface of hol-
low tubes33,40,144,151. Daviset al.33 studied axisymmetric and steady flows and reported
that in the limit of negligible radial interface curvature, i.e. when the tube radiusR is very
much larger than the adhering film thicknessh, i.e., δ ≡ h/R → 0, the flow is solely
influenced by surface tension gradients. A qualitatively different behavior was predicted
for small but finiteδ. Espinosaet al.40 found that the effect of circumferential curvature
was negligible, as if spreading occurred over a flat surface. For a linear equation of state
a spreading exponentα = 1

3 was reported. Furthermore, the presence of a resident en-
dogenous surfactant amplified the spreading rate. Williams and Jensen151 considered the
effect of circumferential non-uniformities of the liquid film thickness and concluded that
flow-induced shape deformations of the liquid lining influence the spreadingdynamics
only weakly. Followset al.48 applied neutron scattering and observed the presence of
multilayers at the surface of exogenous lung surfactant solutions. The authors recom-
mended that their presence be incorporated into the existing models, which are largely
based on the assumption that surfactants adsorb as monolayers. Fallestet al.42 presented
experimental data of the spatio-temporal distribution of a fluorescent surfactant during
spreading on a glycerol layer.

Recently Berg9 presented the first systematic study of Marangoni driven surfactant
spreading at the interface between two deep liquid layers. In this study Berg used deep
layers of decane and water. The spreading kinetics of several types of surfactant at the
interface between the two layers were investigated experimentally. A scaling relation,
derived by balancing the interfacial tension gradient and viscous stresses in the boundary
layers in the two liquid phases, was in quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
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1.2 Literature overview - Self-propulsion phenomena

The physicochemical hydrodynamics underlying the self-sustained motion, or self -
propulsion, of droplets and small solid objects have received considerable attention in
recent years. The probably earliest and one of the most extensively scientifically docu-
mented examples of this phenomena is the self-sustained motion of so-called camphor
boats90,105,107,123. There are however a variety of manifestations of self-propulsion.

A theoretical analysis of the motion exhibited by liquid drops on surfaces exhibiting
a gradient in either the surface free energy or temperature was presented by Brochard13.
Chaudhury and Whitesides showed in their experiments that surfaces exhibiting a sur-
face energy gradient can facilitate the motion of water droplets against the direction
of gravity21. Bain et al. studied the self-sustained motion of alkane droplets on hy-
drophilic stripes on chemically patterned glass substrates. The droplets contained a
fluorinated fatty acid that can adsorb onto the clean glass and decrease itsinterfacial
free energy, this in conjunction with the asymmetry due to the initial droplet place-
ment in one corner of the hydrophilic pattern induces and sustains a directed motion
of the alkane droplets8. Dos Santos and Ondarcuhu quantitatively studied the motion
of these droplets using a model relating the droplet velocity to the differencein con-
tact angles in the front and back of the droplets. The modification of the contact an-
gle in their model is based on first-order reaction kinetics and reproducedthe effects
of droplet size as well as concentration of the wettability modifier126. An experimen-
tal study of the motion of an iodine and potassium iodide containing oil droplet on an
aqueous cationic surfactant solution was conducted by Magome and Yoshikawa89. They
attribute the motion of the droplet to temporal oscillations of the oil water interfacial
tension observed when the two solutions are brought into contact. As already men-
tioned a prominent example of self-propulsion in scientific literature is the motion of
camphor on water which has been studied for a variety of system configurations by var-
ious groups62,63,80,90,96–105,107–110,112,113,115,116,128,135,138. Yoshikawaet al. studied the
motion of camphor fragments of asymmetric shapes which exhibited a self-rotary mode
of motion while fragments with a left-right symmetry and back-front asymmetry were
reported to undergo a translational motion107. Spontaneous switching between modes of
motion for a camphor scraping was reported by Nakata and Hayashima101. Nakataet al.
found for a camphoric acid scraping the mode of self-motion to be dependent on the pH
of the aqueous phase with a change from constant translatory motion overintermittent or
mode switching motion to rest with increasing pH-value108. Schwartz an Eley129 inves-
tigated the motion of droplets on substrates exhibiting spatially varying surfaceenergies
and proposed a numerical model using the lubrication approximation includingviscous,
capillary, disjoining and gravitational forces. A comparison with experimental results
revealed qualitative agreement. Spontaneous deformation and translation of a mercury
drop in a concentration field as a result of the dissolution of an oxidant crystal was inves-
tigated by Menzingeret al.114. The motion is attributed to imbalances in the interfacial
tension of the mercury drop due to nonuniform oxidization. The influence of vibration
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on the motion of liquid micro-droplets on surface exhibiting a spatial gradient insur-
face energy was studied by Daniel and Chaudhury26. An increase in propulsion velocity
by a factor of≈ 5 was found and attributed to a vibrationally induced reduction of the
retarding effect of contact angle hysteresis. Laibiniset al. employed droplets of non-
polar liquid containing a wettability modifier on chemically patterned surfaces to study
reactive wetting. Experimental results for the propulsion velocity as a function of the
wettability modifier concentration are compared to theoretical predictions based on a ki-
netic as well as a equilibrium analyses86. Whitesideset al. studied the self-assembly of
aggregates and their influence on the dynamical behavior of autonomouslymoving parti-
cles. The considered particles were hemispheric plates, with varying wettability around
their perimeter, moving on an aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution. The driving force of
the motion was the impulse of bubbles generated by platinum-catalyzed decomposition
of hydrogen peroxide. Specific wettability modification of the perimeter of the plates re-
sulted in complex dynamics of single particles, varying interaction of severalparticles as
well as self-assembly of particle aggregates inducing new dynamic behavior70. Micron
sized rods, segmentally constructed from Pt and Au, exhibiting self-sustained motion
were studied by Paxtonet al.119. Their autonomous motion was driven by Pt catalyzed
decomposition of the surrounding aqueous hydrogen peroxide solution and the resulting
formation of oxygen. This, due to the segmental structure of the rod, localized process
gives rise to an interfacial tension gradient that is continuously re-established as the rod
moves. While the origin of the driving force for self-propulsion is the Pt-catalyzed de-
composition of hydrogen peroxide for both systems described by Paxtonet al.119 and
Whitesideset al.70 the direction of the of motion is inverted with respect to the location
of the Pt catalyst as a result of the different driving mechanisms which are impulse and
interfacial tension gradient due to bubble formation for the system described by White-
sideset al.70 and Paxtonet al.119, respectively. A concentration dependent change from
uniform to intermittent autonomous motion of a 1,10-phenanthroline grain floatingon
an an aqueous FeSO4 solution was observed by Nakataet al. 106. Genzeret al.120 found
that the self-propulsion speed of water droplets on porous substrates exhibiting a wetta-
bility gradient is higher than the speed on an analogous smooth surface. A scaling anal-
ysis attributing this increased velocity to reduced friction at the liquid substrateinterface
is in quantitative agreement with the reported experiments. Coupling evolution equa-
tions for the droplets height profile and the density profile of an adsorbatelayer Thieleet
al.76 studied the self-sustained motion of droplets on partially wetting substrates. Using
a magnetic field Klineet al.81 were able to remote control the autonomous movement of
striped metallic nano-rods propelled by Pt-catalyzed hydrogen peroxide decomposition.

Lazaret al.84 presented an analysis of the reversible self-propelled motion exhibited
by droplets of long chain alkanes. The melting enthalpy was identified as the energetic
source of of motion of droplets forming on melting solid alkane multilayers. For tem-
peratures slightly above the bulk melting temperature, the multilayers melt into droplets
moving in a self-avoiding, random path. The solid alkane is consumed by the droplets
during their motion. At temperatures slightly below bulk melting the process is reversed.
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The droplets then move backwards and leave a narrowing solid trail fed bythe depleting
droplet.

The self-propelled motion of miniature semiconductor diodes was studied by Velev
et al.19. Floating on a water surface in an electric field, the diodes moved due to parti-
cle localized electro-osmotic flow. Using this conversion of electrical energy into me-
chanical propulsion, locally distributed pumping or mixing was demonstrated byem-
bedding the diodes in the walls of micro-fluidic channels. Grzybowskiet al.135 used
self-propelling particles, containing camphor, to study the dynamic self-assembly of
particle ensembles. In a bounded geometry a critical particle density was reported
which resulted in a transition from synchronized motion to the formation of an open
lattice structure This transition was attributed to the repulsive hydrodynamic interaction
of these particles. Certain self-propelling droplets can also be used to solve a maze
problem as described by Grzybowskiet al.82. In their experiments, the droplets of an
organic solvent, containing a surfactant with pH-dependent surface activity, navigated
autonomously through a maze of micro-fluidic channels in which a pH-gradient was es-
tablished. Recently there has also been focus on the schooling behavior and interactions
of multitudes of autonomously moving objects65,68,70,128.

1.3 Outline of this thesis and technological context

In the remainder of this thesis surfactant induced surface tension gradient driven flows
in an array of system configurations with increasing complexity will be studied. In
Chapter 2 the flow dynamics resulting from the deposition of a droplet of an insoluble
surfactant onto a thin liquid film covering a solid substrate will be described.This con-
figuration is a model system widely used in the study of insoluble surfactant spreading
at the liquid-air interface. Besides the radially outwards directed displacement of the
subphase, induced by the resulting Marangoni stresses, the effect of the conditions in the
vicinity of the surfactant source on this displacement is elucidated. The application of in-
terference and fluorescence microscopy led to the conclusion that theseconditions have
a pronounced influence on the far field spreading rate of the surfactant and sub-phase
displacement. Furthermore a novel oscillatory contact line instability of the surfactant
droplet is described in this context.

Injection of surfactant solutions is considered a potential means for extracting larger
fractions of the oil present in underground oil reservoirs127,131. Surfactant-induced re-
duction of interfacial tension facilitates deformations of oil-brine interfacesand the mo-
bilization of trapped oil. This displacement of oil in the rock matrix of a reservoir is
characterized by the Capillary number which is the ratio of viscous to interfacial forces.
Lowering the oil-brine interfacial tension increases the Capillary number which is favor-
able for the displacement of oil from the porous rock matrix and can therefore have a
positive effect on achievable oil recovery rates. This mechanism acts primarily in rock
pores that are accessible to pressure-driven flow from injection- to production wells.
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As previously outlined, spatially non-uniform surfactant distribution induces flow
due to the resulting interfacial tension gradients. In the context of oil recovery these
flows could be utilized to transport surfactant and functional substances, such as wetta-
bility modifiers, along dead-end pores that are inaccessible to pressure-driven transport.
Under reservoir conditions the liquid-liquid interfaces between the oil and brine are sub-
ject to a multitude of confinements. These confinements can be of physical nature, i.e.
imposed by rock formations, or chemical, i.e. due to non-uniform wettability of the
pores in which the oil is present.

To investigate the effect of wettability induced confinement on surfactant spreading
I used chemical surface patterns. In Chapter 3 the influence of spatial confinement of the
sub-phase film via a chemical surface pattern on surfactant-induced flows will be pre-
sented. The wettability patterns impose a spatial restriction that leads to a pronounced
transition in the morphology evolution of the flowing thin film. The experimental re-
sults are in excellent agreement with numerical simulations by Myroslava Hanyak61,134.
While the studies in Chapter 2 and 3 are conducted for liquid air interfaces in an oil
reservoir the spreading has to occur along the interface between liquid films. This is ad-
dressed in Chapter 4 where the surfactant spreading along the liquid-liquid interface of
thin films is studied, a system configuration not yet considered in the existing literature.

All existing studies in the field of surfactant spreading exclusively regards continu-
ous interfaces. Using an optical absorption technique, I demonstrate in Chapter 5 that
efficient Marangoni-stress driven transport of surfactants is not restricted to continu-
ous liquid-liquid interfaces. This novel phenomenon of convective surfactant spreading
along discontinuous interfaces is a discovery directly relevant to the spreading of sur-
factants in an oil reservoir. In these porous underground rock formations the oil-water
interface is not necessarily connected, such that surfactant spreading through a reservoir
is likely to involve transport over interface discontinuities.

In future studies it would be of interest to investigate the possibility of utilizing the
described surfactant induced flow phenomena as a transport mechanism of functional
substances150, e.g. wettability modifiers. This would be specifically interesting for dead-
end pore geometries as they are inaccessible to pressure driven flows.Suitable alteration
of the wettability conditions in such pores might induce oil expulsion, e.g. via gravity
driven mobilization of previously trapped oil volumes.

Another technological application in which thin film fluid flow plays a significant
role is the lubrication of rolling bearings. Under correct operating conditions the lu-
brication of the bearing is often the determining factor for its lifetime25,145. A rolling
bearing is properly lubricated if the rolling element is separated from the raceway surface
via low shear separation layer formed by the lubricant (oil or grease). Fluorinated sur-
factants could possibly modulate the surface tension of lubricant fluids to induce flows.
Already minute contributions towards the reformation of lubrication layers could sig-
nificantly extend the service life of closed rolling bearings where lubricationcannot be
ensured via regular maintenance. In this context it could also be of interest to investi-
gate the possibility of internal fluid management via surface energy modificationof the
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raceway surface.
The implications of surfactant induced flow phenomena in printing and coatingap-

plications is another interesting field for future research. Surfactants causing crater for-
mation and dry spot nucleation in coating layers can induce mottling and therefore, in
the case of automotive application, be a precursor of wear and corrosion148. In inkjet
printing applications the presence of surfactants in the ink was recently shown to retard
the leveling process of printed lines60. This extends the drying time of the inks since
solidification prior to leveling should be avoided to ensure high quality prints. If the
combination of qualitatively different surfactants, e.g. slow and fast adsorbing types,
could reduce the flow retarding surface tension gradients induced by thesurface de-
formation during leveling the combination would have a positive effect on the leveling
times.

In addition to the spreading of surfactants, I also studied the self-propulsion of sur-
factant droplets and the results are presented in Chapter 6 and 7. The self-propulsion dy-
namics exhibited by insoluble surfactant droplets on thin liquid films are systematically
investigated in Chapter 6. This systematic study is complemented with the outline of a
potential application in microfluidic devices in Chapter 7. In this context I am describing
the novel phenomenon of transporting solid cargo particles using these self-propelling
droplets. It is also demonstrated that these droplets can be routed acrossmicro-fluidic
networks by controlling the temperature field around the drop e.g. using an infrared
laser.



10 Introduction



Chapter 2

Immiscible surfactant droplets on
thin liquid films

Increasing the surface concentrationΓ of a surfactant at the interface of two fluids de-
creases the interfacial or, in the case of a liquid-air interface, the surface tensionγ.
A localized increase in the surface concentration therefore gives rise toflow, induced
by Marangoni stresses at the fluid interface. In contrast to spreadingon deep liquid
layers18,36,37,47,66,72,141, surfactant spreading on thin liquid films induces pronounced
modulations in the morphology of the sub-phase. The formation and propagation of
a rim near the leading edge of the spreading surfactant front as well assubstantial film
thinning in the proximity of the surfactant source are characteristic for the spreading
of surfactant on a thin liquid film11,51,52,57,73,133,134,142,143. A fingering instability is
often observed near the perimeter of spreading droplets and fronts of surfactant so-
lutions16,17,45,46,49,64,92,93,142,143. The prime origin of the instability was identified, by
Warneret al., as the presence of adverse mobility gradient regions at the leading edge
of a spreading drop covered with an insoluble surfactant149. Matar and Craster91 have
recently given a review of surfactant spreading dynamics, covering stable spreading as
well as fingering- and oscillatory instabilities and certain cases of self-propulsion.

The previous investigations mentioned above primarily focused either on soluble sur-
factants or on the influence of Marangoni-stresses on the evolution of thinliquid films
distant from the location of the initial surfactant deposition. In this chapter, the focus
lies on the ‘near field’ dynamics and the two-phase flow character at the interface of an
immiscible surfactant droplet and a thin sub-phase film. Evidence is providedthat, in the
case of immiscible surfactant droplets, the fingering instability16,17,45,46,49,64,92,93,142,143is
preceded by the temporary trapping of sub-phase liquid and subsequent release from un-
derneath the surfactant droplet, which, as will be shown, induces a pronounced increase
of the observed far-field spreading rate. Using fluorescence microscopy an oscillatory
instability of the three-phase contact line was investigated during this sub-phase expul-
sion process, which advances in two distinct stages. In an initial ‘global’ phase, liquid is

11
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expelled in a concerted fashion around a large fraction of the perimeter ofthe surfactant
droplet. In a second ‘local’ stage, the expulsion proceeds primarily in oneor few dis-
tinct locations breaking the approximate azimuthal isotropy of the initial stage. While
the general dynamic behavior of this ‘global’ phase is reminiscent of the instability de-
scribed by Stocker and Bush137, there are distinct differences: such as the independence
of evaporative depletion of the surfactant, or the much lower thickness ofthe sub-phase
films of higher viscosity.

2.1 Setup

Oleic acid is practically insoluble in glycerol. Gaver and Grotberg52 have measured the
relation between surface tensionγ and the surfactant surface concentrationΓ for this
material system.

The measured surface tensionγ drops rapidly from the value for the pure sub-phase
γ0 = 63.5mN/m and asymptotes intoγm = 39mN/m beyond a concentrationΓm =
3.5µl/m2. The maximum spreading pressureΠmax ≡ γ0 − γm is therefore determined
as24mN/m. The continuous line in Fig. 2.1(a) is a fit to the reported experimental data
according to the function

γ=γm +Πmax exp
(

−AΓ2
)

(2.1)

with the resulting in a fit parameterA=0.5m4/µl2.
Figure 2.2(a) shows a schematic of the experimental system considered in this chap-

ter. At time t = 0 a droplet of surfactant (oleic acid, denoted ‘OA’) is deposited on a
uniformly flat glycerol film. Since the surface tension of the sub-phase covered with
surfactantγ(Γ > 0) is lower thanγ(Γ = 0), Marangoni stresses [indicated by the ar-
rows in Fig. 2.2(b)] are induced. These stresses induce flow of the sub-phase liquid from
the vicinity of the surfactant droplet outward. The dynamics following the deposition
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Figure 2.1: Surface tension data for
the immiscible surfactant oleic acid
on glycerol as measured by Gaver
and Grotberg52. Their experimen-
tal data is given by the red cir-
cles, a fit of the formγ = γm +
Πmax exp

(

−AΓ2
)

with the result-
ing parametersA = 0.5m4/µl2,
Γm = 3.5µl/m2 and γm =
39mN/m is shown by the black line.
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Figure 2.2: (a) At timet = 0 a
surfactant droplet (‘A’) of radiusR0

is deposited on a flat and uniform
film of liquid (labeled ‘sub-phase
B’) of thicknessh0 and higher sur-
face tensionγ0. (b) Due to the sur-
face tension imbalance, Marangoni
stresses at the liquid-air interface
drive the sub-phase film radially out-
ward, which promotes the spread-
ing of a surfactant monolayer. (c)
Top-view optical interference mi-
crograph of an oleic acid droplet
(R0 ≈ 80µm) 163 s after depo-
sition on a film of glycerol. Im-
age width 3.6 mm. (d) Fluores-
cence microscopy image of a glyc-
erol film (h0 = 70µm) contain-
ing fluorescein12.5 s after deposi-
tion of an oleic acid droplet. The im-
age (width 3.48 mm) was recorded
through a transparent glass substrate
and contrast-enhanced.
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are elucidated using two types of experiments. The first type is an investigation of the
‘far-field’ deformation and displacement of the sub-phase liquid followingthe surfac-
tant deposition using highly reflective Si substrates and interference microscopy. The
second is a study of the ‘near-field’ sub-phase dynamics underneath and in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the deposited surfactant droplet. For these experiments transparent glass
substrates and fluorescence microscopy were used. All experiments were conducted at
room temperatureT ≈ 20oC under ambient conditions. Details of the two experimental
configurations are described in the following two subsections.
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2.1.1 Interference microscopy studies of the sub-phase displacement

Anhydrous glycerol (Fluka, >99.5% purity) films with a thickness between 0.2 and
10µm were deposited on Si wafers with a diameter of 4 inches by means of spin-coating,
which ensures a flat and uniform height profile of the films. The wafers were cleaned
by rinsing with trichloroethylene, acetone and isopropanol as well as immersion in a
mixture of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid at a temperature of 75◦C prior to the
experiments. Oleic acid (Fluka, 99% purity, product number 75090) was used as a
surface active material, insoluble in glycerol .

After spin-coating, small droplets of surfactant were deposited on the liquid films
by using either a piece of Al wire with diameter of 300µm as a dip-pen or aMicro-
drop droplet-on-demand inkjet system with a capillary nozzle diameter of 70µm. The
droplet volumes ranged from 0.2 to 100 nl. The time evolution of the sub-phase surface
profiles was measured by interference microscopy with an upright Zeiss AxiotechVario
microscope and a bandpass filter centered around a wavelengthλ= 645nm. A typical
snapshot is shown in Fig. 2.2(c).

2.1.2 Fluorescence microscopy studies of sub-phase expulsion dynamics

For the second type of experiments rectangular borosilicate glass microscope cover
slides (Gold Seal, product number 3334) with dimensions of48mm× 60mm and thick-
ness between 0.13-0.17 mm, were used as substrates. Prior to deposition ofthe sub-phase
liquid in each experiment, the substrates were repeatedly cleaned using a solution of
hydrogen peroxide (30%,J.T. Baker, product number 7047) and sulfuric acid (95%,
J.T. Baker, product number 6057), with a volume ratio of 1:1, and subsequently by use
of an ozone cleaner. After the cleaning procedure, liquid films of anhydrous glycerol
(purity 99%,Sigma Aldrich, product number 49767) containing0.5wt% of fluorescein
sodium salt (Sigma Aldrich, product number 46960) were deposited via spin coating on
the substrates. Tensiometric measurements using a Wilhelmy plate showed no detectable
change in surface tension due to the addition of fluorescein. The deposited films had a
thickness ofh0 = (70± 2.5)µm.

Following deposition of the sub-phase liquid, small quantities of the insoluble sur-
factant oleic acid (cis-9-octadecenoic acid, purity 99%,Sigma Aldrich, product num-
ber O1008) were deposited in the center of the substrates using aHamilton 7000.5SN
micro-syringe as a dip-pen. The dynamics following the surfactant deposition were then
monitored by means of fluorescence microscopy using anOlympus IX71 inverted mi-
croscope. The samples were illuminated using aThorlabs LED light source (prod-
uct number M455L2-C1) and anOlympus U-MGF-PHQ fluorescence filter cube. The
recorded grayscale values corresponded to fluorescence intensity,which increases with
sub-phase film thickness.
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2.2 Results

2.2.1 Stable surfactant spreading dynamics

Figure 2.2(c) shows the surface profile of a glycerol film after deposition of a small
droplet of oleic acid (labeled ‘OA’,R0 ≈ 80µm). The light and dark concentric rings
are due to optical interference of the light reflected from the Si wafer and the glycerol-air
interface. They trace contour lines of equal thickness, where consecutive dark or light
fringes correspond to a vertical spacing∆z=λ/2nB ≈ 219nm. In the immediate vicin-
ity of the surfactant droplet, which is marked ‘crater’ region in Fig. 2.2(c), the glycerol
film is strongly thinned to a thickness below 50 nm. At larger radial distances the height
profile increases in a ramp-like fashion [labeled ‘incline’ in Fig. 2.2(c)] and peaks in a
rim. Beyond this rim, the film thickness decreases and asymptotes into the undisturbed
sub-phase film thicknessh0. No detectable instability occurred in the experiment with a
very small droplet of oleic acid and a small sub-phase thickness depicted in Fig. 2.2(c).

Figure 2.3: (a) Measured height pro-
files h(r, t) for oleic acid spreading
on a 3µm thin glycerol layer at times
t = 17, 273 and 1814 s. (b) Opti-
cal micrograph of oleic acid spread-
ing on glycerol att = 106 s. Im-
age width 3.05 mm. (c) Time de-
pendence of the rim radiusrmax(t)
for three different values ofh0
(1.3, 6.1and8.4µm). The straight
lines correspond to power law rela-
tions rmax ∼ tα. (d) Optical micro-
graph of the deposition area for the
second data set in (c) (red squares)
short after deposition (t = 21 s),
the deposited droplet depleted in the
course of the experiment causing a
reduction in the observed spreading
exponent. (e) Optical micrograph
of the deposition area and propagat-
ing rim for the same data set after
droplet depletion (t = 812 s). In
both images (d) and (e) the deposi-
tion area is marked by the red ar-
rows.
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When a larger oleic acid droplet with a diameter of about2R0 = 1.04mm was deposited
on a thicker glycerol film (h0 = 70 ± 2.5µm), a pronounced finger formation around
the surfactant droplet was evident [Fig. 2.2(d)]. The unstable flow is due to the release
of sub-phase liquid initially located beneath the droplet. The qualitative difference in
the observed dynamics can be attributed to two factors: 1) the difference inthe amount
of sub-phase liquid initially located beneath the droplet and 2) the increasedcapillary
pressure exerted by a smaller droplet onto the underlying film.

Figure 2.3 presents experimental results for oleic acid spreading on thin filmsof
glycerol. In Fig. 2.3(b), a snapshot of the spreading process is shown. The black dot in
the center is the oleic acid droplet, which maintains a finite contact angle and hence does
not spread except immediately after deposition. The white ring around the oleic acid is
a strongly thinned region, which merges into the incline characterized by the concentric
optical interference fringes. In contrast to other references, film rupture or dewetting
phenomena around the surfactant droplet were never observed52,73.

Figure 2.3(a) shows height profiles extracted from the location of the interference
fringes at different times during an experiment. The vertical arrows in Fig. 2.3(a) label
the radial position of the rim maximumrmax. The peak heighthmax of the advancing
rim at early times is about 60 % higher than the asymptotic film thicknessh0. The rim
height markedly decreases and the rim width increases with time.

In Fig. 2.3(c), the rim positionrmax is plotted as a function of time for three different
values ofh0 (1.3, 6.1and8.4µm). To good approximation, the rim position exhibits
power law behaviorrmax(t) ∼ tα with exponents aroundα= 0.25. The second curve
(h0 = 6.1µm) corresponds to an experiment where the deposited droplet of oleic acid
was depleted after about 300 s, as indicated by the vertical line. From thatmoment on,
the deposited oleic acid droplet was completely redistributed into a monolayer spreading
on the glycerol film. As a consequence, the concentration aroundr = 0 was no longer
constant and the effective spreading exponent decreased, indicating the transition from
an effectively infinite to a finite surfactant volume. The spreading followingthe depletion
can be approximated by a power law relation with an exponent ofα = 0.17, indicated
by the dashed black line. Figure 2.3(d) and (e) are interference images of the deposition
area before and after surfactant depletion, respectively. The original position of the small
oleic acid droplet is marked in both images by the red arrows.

The data presented in Fig. 2.3(c) are somewhat misleading inasmuch as a rather
wide range of spreading exponentsα between about 0.23 and 0.4 has been measured,
which will be elucidated in Section 2.2.2. Experiments performed not immediately after
spin-coating showed a systematic decrease ofα by about4 − 8% per hour as well as a
reduction in the rim heighthmax.

Figure 2.4 presents the dependence ofrmax(t = 20 s) on the initial film thickness
h0. The scatter in the experimental data (black squares) is mainly due to variations in
the surfactant droplet radiusR0. A scaling argument for the dependence ofrmax onh0
follows from equating the rim propagation rate with the Marangoni velocity in the region
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Figure 2.4: Rim positionrmax(t =
20 s) as a function ofh0. Ex-
perimentally and numerically (My-
roslava Hanyak133) obtained values
are shown by black squares and red
circles respectively. The black and
red solid lines correspond to the
function rmax(t = 20 s) = Rfit +
Sfit

√
h0 with fit parametersRfit and

Sfit. The green dotted line cor-
responds to a power law relation
rmax(t=20 s)∼h0.250 added for ori-
entation.
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beyond the crater area,r > Rc, where the film thickness is of orderh0

drmax

dt
≈ h0∆γrim(t)

µ(rmax−Rc)
→ rmax(t) ≈ Rc + Sh

1/2
0 . (2.2)

Here, it is assumed that the expansion rate of the craterdRc/dt is much smaller than
the rim propagation ratedrmax/dt. In this context,∆γrim ≡ γ(rmax) − γ(Rc) is the
(time-dependent) surface tension difference between the edge of the crater and the rim
position. The functionS, which stems from the time-integration of∆γrim/µ and is, thus,
influenced by the film evolution in the crater region, determines the spreadingexponent
α.

The open symbols in Fig. 2.4 correspond to the results of numerical simulationsby
Myroslava Hanyak133. The solid lines correspond to the functionrmax = Rfit+Sfit

√
h0

with fit-parametersRfit andSfit. For comparison, the dotted line corresponds to a power-
law rmax ∼ h0.250 , shown for orientation . Both the experimental and the numerical data
are very well approximated by the scaling relation Eq. (2.2) withRfit = 255µm, but
slightly different prefactorsSfit. This difference can most likely be attributed to the fact
that the numerical simulations were based on the nominal viscosity of pure, anhydrous
glycerol, whereas the viscosity in the experiments can be expected to be decreased due
to water uptake from the humidity of the ambient atmosphere.

2.2.2 Instability during immiscible surfactant spreading

A well-known fingering instability frequently occurs during the spreading of surfactant
solutionson thin liquid films4–6,17,29,44–46,49,51,52,57,58,64,73,142,143,149.

Darhuber et al.29 observed that the front of the spreading surfactant droplet first
steepens and develops a rim, which divides into fingers with an initially well defined
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Figure 2.5: (a-c) Stable spread-
ing of PDMS on PPTMTS. Images
recorded (a) 65 s, (b) 165 s and (c)
325 s after droplet deposition. Im-
age width 3.0 mm. (d-f) Unstable
spreading of PDMS on PPTMTS.
Images recorded (d) 74 s, (e) 254 s
and (f) 664 s after droplet deposition.
Image width 3.0 mm. (g-i) Unsta-
ble spreading of oleic acid on glyc-
erol. Images recorded (g) 32 s, (h)
82 s and (i) 182 s after droplet depo-
sition. Image width 5.8 mm.

wavelength. These fingers undergo tip-splitting, which is the onset for theformation of
a rather irregular morphology including branches and multiple unstable spreading fronts.

If the sub-phase and surfactant are not or only sparingly miscible, the interface be-
tween the surfactant droplet and the thin liquid film underneath has to be taken into
account. Two material systems are considered here 1) oleic acid, which maintains a fi-
nite contact angle on the sub-phase glycerol and 2) PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) on
PPTMTS (pentaphenyltrimethyltrisiloxane, Dow Corning), which wets the sub-phase
completely. Both subphases completely wet the solid substrates used in the experi-
ments. If the surface-active liquid spreads on the sub-phase film as in thecase of
PDMS on PPTMTS, a volume of sub-phase material becomes essentially permanently
trapped underneath the spreading surfactant droplet. This phenomenonis clearly visi-
ble in Figs. 2.5(a-c) due to the large difference in the refractive indices of PDMS and
PPTMTS, ofn20

D = 1.404 and1.578 respectively. The PDMS surrounds the trapped
PPTMTS volume around its entire perimeter and the spreading process is completely
stable.

Figures 2.5(d-f) show unstable spreading of PDMS on PPTMTS. Duringdeposition
of the PDMS droplet the dispensing wire was moved laterally by a fraction of amm,
locally exposing the underlying PPTMTS. A finger of sub-phase liquid formed and sub-
sequently tip split into a complex pattern. When the spreading of the PDMS droplet
cut off the supply of PPTMTS, the branching stopped and the fingers gradually thinned,
widened and vanished.

In contrast to PDMS, which appears to completely wet PPTMTS, oleic acid is par-
tially wetting and maintains a finite contact angle on glycerol. Using a holographic
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Figure 2.6: (a) Oleic acid droplet de-
posited on a thin film of glycerol.
The white circles, corresponding to
time differences of 8 s, denote the
trajectory of the center of the sur-
factant droplet. (b,c) Spontaneous
shape deformation of an oleic acid
droplet on a thicker film of glyc-
erol (h0 = 30µm). Illuminating
light is passband limited aroundλ =
550nm. Time difference between
frames (b) and (c) 0.1s.

(a) (c)

(b)

0.5 mm 0.2 mm

interferometer the morphology of oleic acid droplets was determined for varying sizes
below the capillary length on thin films of glycerol. The glycerol films were deposited
on borosilicate glass microscope cover slides, such that the considered configuration is
equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 2.2 (b), (c) and Fig. 2.6 (a). The liquid-air interface of
the droplets was found to maintain the shape of a spherical cap with an effective contact
angle ofθ ≈ 9.5± 0.5◦.

An analogous instability to the one described for PDMS on PPTMTS is observed
primarily for large surfactant droplets and thick sub-phase films, where glycerol trapped
beneath the oleic acid is driven forward and develops fingers that subsequently tip-split
and branch out [see Fig. 2.5(g-i)]. Due to the finite contact angle, the material supply is
not cut off by the spreading of the surfactant droplet and the fingerscontinue to evolve
until the trapped sub-phase material is depleted.

On thin sub-phase films (h0 < 10µm) the expulsion often does not affect the entire
perimeter of the surfactant droplet [Fig. 2.5(g-i)], whereas on thickerfilms an initial stage
of expulsion along the entire droplet perimeter is observed [Figs. 2.2(d) and 2.6(b,c)]. In
both cases, axisymmetry is not maintained. A net force acting on the surfactant droplet
results, which can induce shape deformations and swaying. Figure 2.6 shows the trajec-
tory of the center of a droplet of oleic acid on a thin film of glycerol. After thetrapped
glycerol is depleted, the jiggling motion stops and the droplet perimeter assumesa cir-
cular shape.

2.2.3 Expulsion induced modification of the spreading dynamics

Besides undulating the drop contact line and position, sub-phase expulsion can have a
strong effect on the spreading dynamics of the surfactant, as illustrated inFig. 2.7(a). The
ridge positionrmax as a function of time, influenced by pronounced sub-phase expulsion
at a certain time during the experiment, is shown. Two stages of spreading can be clearly
identified. Initially (t < 150 s) the ridge radius increases asrmax ∼ t0.26 (indicated
by the fitted black solid line) while for later times (t > 150 s) the increase can be
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Figure 2.7: (a) Experimentally mon-
itored rim positionrmax(t) for h0 =
2.9 µm, exhibiting two distinct
spreading stages due to sub-phase
expulsion. Initially the ridge radius
follows rmax ∼ t0.26 (black solid
line), for later times (t > 150 s)
rmax ∼ t0.40 holds (red dashed line).
(b,c) Microscope images of the (b)
initial (t = 34 s) and (c) later
(t = 194 s) stage. (c) Expelled liq-
uid is clearly visible and undergoes
a fingering instability. Solid white
lines indicate the position at which
the ridge radius is measured, blue
arrows mark the data points corre-
sponding to the images.

approximated byrmax ∼ t0.40 (indicated by the fitted red dashed line). Figures 2.7(b,c)
show microscope images of the early and late stage respectively.

In Fig. 2.7(b) only a very small and localized amount of expelled sub-phase liquid
is visible. While in Fig. 2.7(c) the expelled liquid is clearly visible and covers mostof
the crater region around the surfactant droplet. The expelled liquid in the crater region
enhances the transport of surfactant from the droplet to the rim and causes the increase
in the spreading rate in Fig. 2.7(a) at aroundt = 150 s.

The experiment shown in Fig. 2.7 exhibits two distinct spreading phases dueto de-
layed sub-phase expulsion. Other experiments exhibited expulsion directlyafter depo-
sition which resulted in an overall increased exponent, as mentioned in section 2.2.1,
rather than two distinct phases of spreading with different exponents.

2.2.4 Sub-phase expulsion dynamics near the three-phase contact line

In the experiments reported in the previous sections, rather thin films (h0 < 10µm) were
used; the expulsion of sub-phase liquid and the associated occurrenceof the fingering
instability was observed only occasionally. For thicker films withh0 ≈ 70µm, sub-
phase expulsion and flow instabilities were always prominent. The expulsionprocess in
these experiments can be divided into two stages. In the first stage the expulsion occurs
in a concerted fashion along a large fraction of the perimeter of the surfactant droplet.
This ‘global’ expulsion is associated with a discernible motion of the three-phase contact
line of the droplet. Figure 2.2(d) shows a fluorescence microscopy image of the global
expulsion stage.

The ‘global’ expulsion phase appears to be reminiscent of the spontaneous oscil-
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Figure 2.8: Fluorescence mi-
croscopy images of a localized
expulsion process (image width
632µm). The three-phase contact
line of the surfactant droplet oscil-
lates forward and backward in the
radial direction. (a) Contact line
in its most retracted and (b) in its
extended position. (a)

200 µm

(b)

200 µm

latory deformation of a sessile oil lens containing a volatile surfactant on an aqueous
subphase, which has recently been studied by Stocker and Bush137. In their system,
however, the sub-phase layer thicknesses were approximately 100-1000 times larger, the
sub-phase viscosity was three orders of magnitude smaller than for the system consid-
ered here and evaporation of the surfactant was a prerequisite for theoccurrence of the
oscillations. The material system, oleic acid and glycerol, can be considerednonvolatile
at the experimental conditions described above.

In the second or late stage, the expulsion occurs in a localized fashion at one or a few
positions around the perimeter. An example is shown in Fig. 2.8, which also illustrates
the associated oscillatory deformation of the three-phase contact line of thesurfactant
droplet. Videos of both processes are provided as supplementary information in Ref.133.
In both stages, the spreading of the expelled liquid is unstable and undergoes a fingering
instability.

2.2.5 Global expulsion

Due to the expulsion of liquid located under the surfactant droplet, the corresponding flu-
orescence intensity decreases as time progresses. During the stage of global expulsion,
the rate of this decrease depends on the size of the deposited surfactantdroplet. This
is illustrated in Fig. 2.9(a), where the temporal evolution of the fluorescenceintensity
I(t) in the center of various deposited surfactant droplets is shown. In eachexperiment,
the fluorescence intensityI(x, y, t) was integrated over a circular region with diameter
equal to the droplet radius (r ≤ 1

2R0)

I(t) =

∫ R0/2

−R0/2

∫

√
R2

0
/4−x2

−
√

R2
0
/4−x2

I(x, y, t) dy dx . (2.3)

The droplets in the experiments presented in Fig. 2.9(a) had diameters of2R0=0.88mm
(red triangles),2.17mm (blue circles) and3.76mm (black squares). It is evident that
the rate of of the intensity decrease is higher for the smaller droplets. At the end of
the global expulsion phaset = ∆t, the concerted motion of the 3-phase contact line
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Figure 2.9: (a) Temporal evolution
of the fluorescence intensity inte-
grated over the regionr ≤ 0.5R0

underneath the deposited surfactant
droplet for2R0 = 0.88mm (red tri-
angles),2.17mm (blue circles) and
3.76mm (black squares). Vertical
lines indicate the end of the global
expulsion phase. (b) Duration of
the global expulsion stage∆t as a
function of surfactant droplet radius
R0 as determined by image analy-
sis. The solid line corresponds to the
scaling relation∆t ∼ R2

0.

ceases and the rate of decrease of the integrated fluorescence intensityis reduced as
indicated by the green vertical lines. Figure 2.9(b) shows the dependence of ∆t on
the radiusR0 of the deposited surfactant droplet. The straight line corresponds to the
scaling relation∆t ∼ R2

0, which can be derived by considering the volume of sub-phase
liquid expelled in the global stageVgl. Let δ be the fractionδ ≡ Vgl/V0 relative to the
quantity initially trapped under the droplet and in an analogous wayδI the ratio of the
integrated intensity prior to and following the global expulsion stageδI ≡ I(∆t)/I(0).
Figure 2.9(a) indicates thatδI ≈ 0.4 is to first approximation independent of the droplet
radiusR0. The initial film heighth0 was kept constant in the experiments. Moreover,
the film profiles underneath the droplet to good approximation exhibited geometrical
similarity in the integration region with respect to differentR0. Considering these two
factors, it can be concluded thatδ ≡ Vgl/V0, i.e. the fraction of expelled sub-phase
liquid, is essentially independent ofR0. In the following a scaling argument that is in
qualitative agreement with the experimentally observed behavior will be outlined. A
no-slip boundary condition holds at the solid-liquid interfacez = 0 and no stress at
the subphase/droplet interface, i.e.µ∂vr/∂z|z=h ≈ 0, which is admissible owing to the
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large ratio of sub-phase and drop viscosityµ/µdrop ≫ 1. The flow velocity in radial
direction then follows asvr = −∂p

∂r z(2h − z)/2µ. Assuming axisymmetry, the rate of
volume loss of sub-phase liquiḋV is given by

V̇ =

∫ h

0

∫ 2π

0
vrR0 dϕ dz = −2πR0h

3

3µ

∂p

∂r

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=R0

(2.4)

Integrating the volume fluẋV over the duration of the global expulsion stage∆t yields
the scaling relation for the expelled volume

Vgl = δπR2
0h0 =

∫ ∆t

0
V̇ dt ∼ 2πh30

3µ
R0

∂p

∂r
∆t . (2.5)

The expulsion duration∆t scales therefore as

∆t
3µ

2πh30R0
∂p
∂r

δV0 =
3µ

2πh30R0
∂p
∂r

δπR2
0h0. (2.6)

Sub-phase liquid underneath the surfactant droplet is subject to the capillary pressure
of the surfactant droplet, since the curvature of the liquid-liquid interfaceis negligible
compared to the curvature of the liquid-air interface for thin sub-phase filmsh0 ≪ R0.
For smallR0 < ℓc this pressure is large compared to hydrostatic pressure contributions.
Assuming that the relevant length scale for the pressure gradient at the 3-phase contact
line of the droplet is independent of the droplet diameter2R0, it scales as∂p∂r ∼ γOA

R0
, with

γOA denoting the liquid-air interfacial tension of the deposited droplet. If - consistent
with the experimental finding in Fig. 2.9(a) - alsoδ is presumed independent ofR0, then
the scaling∆t ∼ R2

0 results, which agrees well with the experimental data shown in
Fig. 2.9(b).

2.2.6 Local expulsion

In the later stages of the experiments, localized expulsion phenomena are frequently
observed, where liquid is visibly expelled from underneath the surfactant droplet only
at a certain position along the droplet perimeter. This localized expulsion is associated
with an oscillatory deformation of the droplet three-phase contact line as shown in the
fluorescence microscopy images in Fig. 2.8. The conformation of the contact line in its
most retracted position is shown in Fig. 2.8(a) and in 2.8(b) for its most extended state.

Figure 2.10(a) shows a fluorescence microscopy image of a local expulsion zone.
The rectangle with length100µm indicates the zone over which the intensity was aver-
aged over 10 pixels normal to theξ-direction as well as the zero position of theξ-axis.
The averaged fluorescence intensity〈I〉(ξ, t) is presented in Fig. 2.10(b). Each profile
has been normalized with the saturation intensity of the camera and progressively shifted
along the ordinate axis by a constant amount for clarity. The local maxima in the〈I〉(ξ, t)
profiles, approximately in the rangeξ = 80-100µm, are caused by emulsion droplets
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Figure 2.10: (a) Fluorescence mi-
croscopy image of a local expulsion
zone. The rectangle (length100µm)
indicates the positionξ = 0 and the
region over which the intensity was
integrated normal to theξ-direction.
(b) Averaged fluorescence intensity
〈I〉(ξ) measured perpendicular to
the droplet contact line. Individual
lines, corresponding to time incre-
ments of0.6 s, are shifted vertically
for clarity. The dashed lines rep-
resent the baselines (〈I〉 = 0) for
each curve of the plotted curves. The
dotted red line traces the local in-
tensity maxima that is interpreted as
the location of the three-phase con-
tact line. (c) Contact line position
ξcl plotted as a function of time illus-
trating its continued oscillatory mo-
tion. (d) Zoom of (c) emphasizing
the asymmetry in the speed of the
advancing and receding contact line
motion.

inside the drop of oleic acid. The dotted red line traces a pronounced sequence of local
maxima in〈I〉(ξ, t), as illustrated by the lightblue arrow in Fig. 2.10(a). They can be
ascribed to a meniscus of sub-phase liquid forming at the position of the three-phase
contact lineξcl.

Figures 2.10(c,d) show thatξcl undergoes an oscillatory motion, where the retraction
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phase occurs much faster than the extension phase, as evident from theasymmetric peak
shapes in Fig. 2.10(d). The gaps between the individual parts of the curve correspond
to times in which no distinct maximum is detectable. The receding motion [positive
slope in Fig. 2.10(c,d)] was consistently observed to be faster than the advancing motion
[negative slope in Fig. 2.10(c,d)].

2.3 Summary

In this chaper the spreading dynamics of effectively immiscible, surface-active liquids
on thin liquid films was investigated. Fluorescence microscopy and optical interferome-
try were applied to monitor the sub-phase morphology in the vicinity and far from the
deposited surfactant droplet. A fingering instability was observed similar in appearance
to the case of soluble surfactants, which is induced by the temporary entrapment of sub-
phase liquid beneath the deposited surfactant droplet and its subsequent release. Two
distinct phases of this expulsion process were identified: a ‘global’ regimethat was
observed primarily for thicker films and early times after surfactant deposition, where
sub-phase liquid is expelled along most of the three-phase contact line. The global was
followed by a ‘local’ expulsion stage, where flow of sub-phase liquid is restricted to
one or few locations along the droplet perimeter. Furthermore, a pronounced oscillatory
instability of the three-phase contact line, which temporally modulates the sub-phase
flow, was described.

Note: It is acknowledged that the interferometric experiments in Fig. 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 a)
and 2.7 were conducted by Anton A. Darhuber.
The results presented in this chapter have been published in combination with numerical
work by Myroslava Hanyak:D. K.N. Sinz, M. Hanyak, and A. A. Darhuber, Immiscible
surfactant droplets on thin liquid films: Spreading dynamics, sub-phase expulsion and
oscillatory instabilities. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, Vol. 364 pp. 519 -
529, 2011..
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Chapter 3

Surfactant spreading on a
sub-phase rivulet defined by a
chemical surface pattern

In the previous chapter the flows induced by the deposition of a droplet ofoleic acid on a
uniform layer of glycerol were described, i.e. the radially symmetric spreading of an im-
miscible surfactant over a thin liquid film. Far-field spreading dynamics were shown to
be strongly influenced by the conditions at the area of surfactant deposition or source of
surfactant. When considering the spreading of surface active agentson the pore scale in
an oil reservoir a radially symmetric liquid interface is a poor approximation. The liquid
interfaces under reservoir conditions can be expected to be confined physically as well as
chemically, i.e. by the rock matrix itself and by varying wettability of the rock surface.
This chapter presents the first study regarding surfactant spreadingon sub-phase films
subjected to a spatial confinement imposed via a chemical surface pattern. The surface
patterning results in heterogeneous wettability of the substrates used in the experiments,
such that the sub-phase is localized on wettable or high surface energy regions. Con-
finement of the sub-phase to thin liquid lines, or rivulets, results in a curvedliquid-air
interface. As will be shown, this curvature gives rise to a transition in the morphology
evolution of the sub-phase as the surfactant is spreading along the thin liquid line. Sur-
factant propagation along the rivulets can, as for the axisymmetric case in chapter 2, be
represented by a power law relationx ≈ tα. Experimental data for the spreading of an
insoluble surfactant will be shown to be in excellent agreement with numerical simula-
tions by Myroslava Hanyak134 both with respect to the rate of spreading as well as the
evolving morphology of the sub-phase. For a soluble surfactant systematic experimental
data will be presented for different deposition procedures corresponding to a stationary
as well as a spatially expanding surfactant source area.

First the chemical patterning procedure is outlined, followed by experimental data
on the coating of the chemically patterned substrates with a sub-phase solution. Subse-

27
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quently the systematic studies of the spreading of the insoluble surfactant oleic acid and
the soluble surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate are presented.

3.1 Experimental setup

In the following sections the creation of the chemical surface patterns is described,
followed by experimental data on the deposition of the sub-phase liquid onto thehy-
drophilic parts of the patterned substrate.

3.1.1 Chemical patterning

Chemically patterned surfaces were fabricated using self-assembled monolayers of 1H,
1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl-trichlorosilane (PFOTS, purity> 97%, Sigma Aldrich prod-
uct number 448931) on single-side polished Si substrates with dimensions of typically
50 mm × 50 mm × 0.7 mm. Self-assembled trichlorosilane monolayers have been
studied extensively125, in combination with photolithographic masking they can be em-
ployed to create surfaces exhibiting heterogeneous wettability32. For the experiments
described here substrates were cut from Silicon wafers (n-type doped with Ph) with a
diameter of150mm obtained from Silicon Quest (batch number SQ13869).

The substrates were cleaned in two steps, first by immersion in a solution of hydro-
gen peroxide (30%, J.T. Baker product number 7047) and sulfuric acid (95%, J.T. Baker
product number 6057), mixed at a volume ratio of 1:1, and subsequently byexposure to
an oxygen plasma. The chemical surface patterns were created by photolithography and
subsequent vapor deposition of PFOTS in a sealed glass jar at a temperature of 100oC,
i.e. the hydrophilic regions were masked with photo-resist and the hydrophobic ones
were left unmasked prior to the vapor deposition. This patterning procedure resulted in
an advancing contact angle for glycerol between70o and90o on the hydrophobic areas
with sufficient spatial uniformity and fidelity of the patterned structure. However there
exists a vast body of literature dedicated to optimization of the trichlorosilane monolayer
formation14. The hydrophilic patterns, used in the spreading experiments described here,
were of rectangular shape with a width ofw ≤ 1.5mm and a length ofL = 40−70mm.

3.1.2 Coating of patterned substrates

Following the creation of the patterns, thin films of glycerol were deposited onto the hy-
drophilic areas via spin-coating, which ensures uniform and reproducible height profiles.
Prior to spin-coating the entire substrate is covered with a glycerol film of≈ 2− 3 mm
thickness. Due to the rather high contact angle on the hydrophilic parts of the sample,
after spinning liquid is only left on the hydrophilic parts of the sample.

A typical interference microscopy image of a coated substrate is shown in Fig. 3.1(b).
The width of the chemical pattern and therefore the deposited rivulet of glycerol in this
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Figure 3.1: (a) Alignment of the chemical surface pattern along the axis of rotation of the
spin-coater. (b) Interference microscopy images of a spin-coated rivulet. Rivulet width
w = 1.5 mm and center heighth0 = 6.6µm. (c) Center film height of spin coated
rivulets as a function of the spinning timetspin. (d) Center film height as a function of
the spinning speedω for two different spinning durationstspin.

image isw = 1.5 mm. The height profile of the liquid film can be reconstructed from
the interference fringes. The center heighth0 in the shown image ish0 ≈ 6.6 µm.

Fig. 3.1(c) shows the influence of the spinning timetspin on the resulting center
film thickness of coated rivulets. For all measured spinning speeds the centerline film
thickness scales ash0 ≈ t−0.5

spin . Film thicknesses measured for constant spinning times
of tspin = 200 s and400 s are shown in Fig. 3.1(d) as a function of spin speedω.
The data suggests a power-law relationh0 ∼ ω−1 for ω ≤ 4000 rpm. The confinement
induced curvature in the lateral direction of the coated rivulets gives riseto capillary
pressure favoring a parabolic shape of the liquid interface. In the longitudinal direction
the length of the rivulet is sufficiently large such that for large parts of therivulet end
effects are absent. At the ends of the rivulets this situation changes and flow of liquid in
longitudinal direction is hindered by the boundaries of the hydrophilic area. This leads
to film height maxima at both ends of the coated rivulets as shown in Fig. 3.2(a)for a
rivulet of widthw = 1mm.

For high spin-speeds and long coating times another confinement induced effect was
observed. For high spin-speeds the measured film heights shown in Fig. 3.1(d) slightly
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Figure 3.2: (a) The end regions of a
spin-coated rivulet exhibit a strongly
increased film thickness. (b) Cen-
ter region of a rivulet coated with
6000 rpm exhibiting a central local
minimum in film thickness in be-
tween two height maxima as indi-
cated by the dotted and dashed lines,
respectively.

deviate from the1ω scaling. For these conditions a local film thickness minimum formed
along the centerline of the rivulet. A typical rivulet interference pattern for the mor-
phology resulting form these spinning conditions is shown in Fig. 3.2(b), thetwo film
thickness maxima next to the local minimum are indicated by the dashed lines while
the dotted line marks the location of the minimum. The reason for this centerline film
thinning is that the centrifugal forces acting on the fluid overcome the capillary pressure
that acts towards retaining a parabolic height profile. After spinning the rivulet gradu-
ally relaxes towards a parabolic height profile, which can be acceleratedby heating the
sample and thereby strongly reducing the viscosity of the glycerol.

Following the deposition of the sub-phase, the actual surfactant spreading experi-
ments were conducted by localized deposition of small quantities of surfactant onto the
confined sub-phase rivulet. Experimental details for an insoluble as wellas a soluble
surfactant are given below.

3.2 Insoluble surfactant spreading

As in the previous chapter the material combination glycerol/oleic acid was usedas
a model system to study the spreading of an insoluble surfactant. The dependence of
the sub-phase surface tension on the surface concentration was given in Fig.2.1, as de-
termined by Gaver and Grotberg52. Typically 0.1 to 0.2µl of oleic acid (purity 99%,
Sigma Aldrich product number O1008, densityρoleic = 0.895g/cm3, surface tension
γoleic( 25oC) = 32.5mN/m, viscosityµoleic( 25 oC) = 28.2mPa-s) were deposited in

Figure 3.3: Interference microscopy
image of a rivulet during deposition
of a droplet of insoluble surfactant.
Rivulet widthw = 1.5 mm and cen-
ter heighth0 = 6.6µm. Rims, form-
ing on both sides of the surfactant
source, propagate along the rivulet.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Interference microscopy images of rivulet height profiles at different
timest = 2 s, 5 s and38 s after surfactant deposition. The black circle segment visible
at the left margin of the images is part of the deposited surfactant droplet. The red
arrows indicate the rim position. The blue arrow marks the region of strong film thinning
adjacent to the surfactant droplet. Rivulet widthw = 0.28mm.

the center of the rivulets using a micro-syringe as a dip-pen. A snapshotof this depo-
sition process is shown in Fig. 3.3. The width and center height of the shownrivulet
arew = 1.5 mmh0 = 6.6µm, respectively. Rims form on both sides of the surfactant
source and subsequently propagate along the rivulet.

The dynamics following the surfactant deposition were monitored by means ofin-
terference microscopy using an Olympus BX51 upright microscope. Depending on the
sub-phase film height, the illuminating light was passband-limited around a center wave-
length ofλ = 750nm orλ = 550nm with a bandpass of∆λ ≈ 10nm. In the case of
film heights aboveh0 = 80µm the evolution of the rivulet height profile was observed
in a side-view configuration using a telecentric lens with a vertical resolution of ap-
proximately5 − 10µm. All experiments have been performed in a horizontal sample
orientation with the liquid deposited on the upper side of the substrates.

Figure 3.4 shows a typical series of interference microscopy images obtained for a
rivulet of width w = 0.28 mm. The deposition of the surfactant locally reduces the
sub-phase surface tension and induces Marangoni stresses that in the case of thin liquid
films cause a net flow away from the deposition region. A local maximum in the height
profile is visible in Fig. 3.4, which is propagating along the rivulets as marked by the
red arrows. The position of this maximum or rim is a measure of the advance ofthe
surfactant monolayer along the rivulet52. In the immediate vicinity of the deposited
surfactant droplet, a pronounced film thinning is observed in Fig. 3.4. Concluding from
the grayscale values of the interference microscopy images, the local film thickness is
well below100nm. A Cartesian coordinate system is introduced with thex-axis parallel
to the rivulet and thez-axis normal to the substrate surface, i.e. opposite to the direction
of gravity. The positionx = 0 corresponds to the edge of the surfactant droplet;y = 0
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Figure 3.5: (a) Experimentally mea-
sured rivulet height profilesh(x, y =
0, t) at different times after the depo-
sition of a surfactant droplet. Rivulet
width w = 1.5mm, initial rivulet
center film heighth0 = 8.25µm.
After an initial plateau-phase the
maximum rim height increases from
a value of approximately1.6h0 to
a value of about2h0. (b) Exem-
plary measurements of the rim po-
sition xrim(t) as a function of time
for various initial film heights and a
rivulet width of w = 1.5mm. For
all the shown film heights the rim
position can be approximated by a
power law relationxrim ∼ tα. The
solid lines correspond to power law
fits with exponentsα in the range of
0.32 − 0.34 apparently independent
of the different values ofh0.

corresponds to the centerline of the rivulet, see Fig. 3.4.

In Fig. 3.5(a) typical centerline height profilesh(x, y = 0, t) are presented for dif-
ferent times after deposition. The profiles were obtained from an analysisof the corre-
sponding interference fringe patterns. The peak height of the rimhmax was determined
to be approximately1.6h0 at t = 6 s. In later stages of the experiment the width of the
rim grows and an increase in the peak height to about2h0 is observed. This is in strong
contrast to the results obtained for radially symmetric spreading, presentedin Fig. 2.3.
Here the height of the propagating rim was, after an initial formation period,monotoni-
cally decreasing. This is not the case for the spreading on a chemically confined liquid
film. The reason for this increase in the height of the propagating rim will be elucidated
below. Figure 3.5(b) shows typical measurements of the rim position as a function of
time xrim(t) for various values ofh0. As for the radially symmetric configuration, the
rim propagates faster along thicker rivulets. To very good approximationthe experi-
mental data can be represented by a power law relationxrim ∼ tα. The solid lines in
Fig. 3.5(b) correspond to power law fits with exponentsα in the range of0.32 − 0.34
apparently independent ofh0.
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3.2.1 Propagation rate of the surfactant

In Fig. 3.6 fitted exponents for a range of the lateral aspect ratioε = 2h0/w are shown.
Experimental results measured on rivulets of widthw = 1.5mm andw = 0.28mm
are indicated by the black squares and circles, respectively. The smallerrivulet width
w allowed the application of interference microscopy for higher aspect ratios since this
method is limited to film thicknesses below approximately10µm. The gray dashed line
is the average experimental value of〈α〉 = 0.33. The red downwards facing triangles
represent simulation results by Myroslava Hanyak134 in excellent agreement with the
experimental data. These simulation results are based on an evolution equation for the
sub-phase height profile118 that accounts for the influence of Marangoni stresses, hy-
drostatic and capillary pressure gradients. This equation is combined with anequation
for surfactant surface transport including the effects of convectionby the liquid surface
motion as well as surface diffusion as introduced by Borgas & Grotberg11 and Troian
et al.142 The derivation via the small-slope or lubrication approximation is justified for
small lateral aspect ratios, i.e.ε ≡ 2h0/w ≪ 1. Using the non-dimensional variables

x̄ =
2x

w
, ȳ =

2y

w
, h̄ =

h

h0
(3.1)

Γ̄ =
Γ

Γ0
, p̄ =

pw2

4h0Πmax
, t̄ = t

4h0Πmax

µw2
, (3.2)

the final non-dimensional system of equations as used by Hanyak134, given here for the
sake of completeness, is

∂h̄

∂t̄
+ ∇̄

[

1

2
(h̄2∇̄γ̄)− Bo

3
h̄3∇̄h̄− ε2

3
h̄3∇̄p̄

]

= 0 (3.3)

∂Γ̄

∂t̄
+ ∇̄

[

h̄Γ̄∇̄γ̄ − Bo

2
h̄2Γ̄∇̄h̄− ε2

2
h̄2Γ̄∇̄p̄− 1

Pes
∇̄Γ̄

]

= 0 (3.4)

p̄ = −γ̄∇̄2h̄ (3.5)

γ̄ =
γm
Πmax

+ exp(−ĀΓ̄2) , (3.6)

whereBo ≡ ρgh20/Πmax is the Bond number,Pes ≡ h0Πmax/(µDs) is the surface
Peclet number,µ andρ are the sub-phase viscosity and density, respectively, andDs

is the surfactant surface diffusivity. The second term in Eqs. (3.3,3.4)represents the
influence of Marangoni stresses arising from gradients in surface tension γ̄. The third
term in both equations accounts for hydrostatic pressure gradients and the fourth term
reflects capillary pressure gradients. The last term in Eq. (3.4) describes surface diffusion
along the liquid-air interface. Equation (3.5) corresponds to the Laplace-Young equation.
Equation (3.6) is the non-dimensional version of Eq. (2.1).

The initial height profile was assumed to be parabolic, which is justified since the in-
fluence of gravity is negligible in the experiments. At the lateral edges of the hydrophilic
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Figure 3.6: (a) Spreading exponents
α as a function of the aspect ratio
ε = 2h0/w. Black symbols indi-
cate experimental results measured
on rivulets of widthw = 1.5mm
(squares) andw = 0.28mm (cir-
cles). The average experimental
value of〈α〉 = 0.33 is indicated by
the gray dashed line. Simulation re-
sults are indicated by the red down-
triangles. (b) Rim position60 s af-
ter surfactant deposition as a func-
tion of the initial film height forw =
1.5mm. Experimental data and nu-
merical results are given by black
squares and red triangles, respec-
tively. The scaling behaviorxrim(t =
60 s) ∼

√
h0 is indicated by the solid

blue line

stripe zero film height and a no flux boundary condition for the sub-phase and the sur-
factant were imposed. At large distances from the deposition area a surfactant free liquid
surface and undisturbed height profile of the rivulet were enforced.

In order to closely resemble the experimental conditions in which the relativelylarge
amount of surfactant in the droplet ensures a ongoing supply of surfactant during the
course of an experiment134 a constant surfactant surface concentration was imposed,
i.e., Γ̄(x̄ = 0, ȳ, t̄) = const.

Figure 3.6(b) shows the rim position60 s after deposition,xrim(60 s), as a function of
the initial rivulet center heighth0 for w = 1.5mm. Filled symbols represent experimen-
tal data, open triangles indicate numerical simulations by Myroslava Hanyak computed
using the equations discussed above. A scaling relation for the rim position can be de-
rived following the arguments made in chapter 2. The rim propagation rate is equated
with the Marangoni velocity in the region beyond the crater area,x > xc, where the film
thickness is of orderh0

dxrim

dt
≈ h0∆γrim(t)

µ(xrim−xc)
→ xrim(t) ≈ xc + Sh

1/2
0 . (3.7)
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Here, it is assumed that the expansion rate of the craterdxc/dt is much smaller than
the rim propagation ratedxrim/dt. In this context,∆γrim ≡ γ(xrim) − γ(xc) is the
(time-dependent) surface tension difference between the edge of the crater and the rim
position. The functionS, which stems from the time-integration of∆γrim/µ and is, thus,
influenced by the film evolution in the crater region, determines the spreadingexponent
α. It should be noted, that in chapter 2 the rim position was measured from thecenter of
the deposited drop while for the data presented here the rim position was measured from
the edge of the surfactant droplet, i.e. the edge of the surfactant droplet corresponds to
x = 0, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

The numerically obtained peak positions in Fig. 3.6 appear to systematically lie
slightly below the experimental values. A probable reason for this offset iswater ab-
sorption from the ambient atmosphere due to the hygroscopic nature of glycerol. Al-
ready a water weight fraction as low as 3% results in a viscosity decrease of roughly
50% in the relevant temperature range130. The plotted simulation results were converted
to dimensional values assuming the viscosity of pure glycerol at25 oC.

3.2.2 Sub-phase morphology evolution

A systematic change in the height and shape of the propagating rim can be observed
during the course of an experiment as is illustrated by the interference images shown in
Fig. 3.7. Initially the rim exhibits a considerable asymmetry in the streamwise direction,
which gradually disappears at later stages. This asymmetry in early stages manifests
itself in the longitudinal spacing of the interference fringes, which is more dense ahead
of the peak position than behind it, as depicted in Fig. 3.7(a) fort = 30 s. In Fig. 3.7(b),
at t = 250 s, the asymmetry, which is especially pronounced for low aspect ratio experi-
ments, has largely disappeared.

In Fig. 3.8 the experimentally determined temporal evolution of the non-dimensional
rim heighthmax/h0 is compared with numerically obtained values as presented by My-
roslava Hanyak134. The dimensionless time was hereby calculated according to eq.( 3.1).

During the initial formation process of the rim, a rapid increase ofhmax for times
below t̄ = 0.2 is observed in the numerical simulations by Myroslava Hanyak134, rep-
resented by the red solid line. These early times are not straight forwardlyaccessible
in experiments since the microscope field of view is frequently obstructed by the de-
position needle and the interference fringes are spaced close to each other, due to the
high slopes of the rim, as seen in Fig. 3.3. High magnification objectives, suffering from
limitations on the field of view, would therefore be necessary to resolve the interference
pattern sufficiently. Following the initial formation process the rim height then effec-
tively reaches a plateau value as shown for an aspect ratioε = 0.01 in Fig. 3.8. At later
times a pronounced increase ofhmax is apparent. The experimental data obtained for
ε ≈ 0.01 (represented by circles and squares in Fig. 3.8) reproduce this behavior very
well, both with respect to the onset time and amplitude of the peak height increase. The
experimental data is in almost perfect quantitative agreement with the numerical results.
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Figure 3.7: Interference microscopy
images of the propagating rim at (a)
an early stage (t = 30 s) and (b)
a later stage (t = 250 s). The
images clearly illustrate a transition
in the morphology of the propagat-
ing rim. (c) Numerically calculated
transverse height profiles̄h(ȳ, t̄) for
times t̄ = 50 and t̄ = 400 lo-
cated at the distancew/2, behind the
rim. (d) Corresponding surface ten-
sion gradients iny−direction∂γ̄/∂ȳ
for t̄ = 50 and t̄ = 400 located at
the distance ofw/2, behind the rim.
Input parameters for (c) and (d) are
x̄0 = 0.5, Pes = 1000, ε = 0.01,
andBo = 0, as used by Hanyak134.

The increase in the rim height can be attributed to changes in the transverserivulet
height profile, which are a consequence of declining lateral surface tension gradients.
The transverse height profile at the position of the red markers in Fig. 3.7 exhibits a
strong flattening in the middle of the rivulet as evidenced by the straight run of the
interference fringes. At a later time [Fig. 3.7(b)] this flattening has disappeared and the
rivulet cross-section is to good approximation parabolic. The same behavior is observed
in numerical simulations depicted in Fig. 3.7(c), where the dimensionless heightprofile
h̄(x̄rim − 1, ȳ) at a distance of half a rivulet width behind the peak position is plotted for
two different times.

This qualitative difference in the height profiles is caused by lateral concentration
gradients originating from the non-uniform surface velocity profile. As the driving force
of the spreading process is Marangoni stress, the flow velocity scales with the local film
thickness. Since the film thickness is0 at the boundaries of the hydrophilic stripe, the
streamwise velocity is higher in the middle of the rivulet as compared to its edges.The
lateral shear in the velocity distribution initially leads to a non-uniform surfactant surface
distributionΓ(y). Darhuberet al.28 studied rivulet shape distortions as a consequence
of transverse temperature gradients and identified the relevant non-dimensional number
asτ/(εpcap) wherepcap is the capillary pressure. As soon as the value ofτ = ∇||γ
falls below a certain threshold, the shape distortion gradually vanishes andthe parabolic
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Figure 3.8: Temporal evolution
of the dimensionless rim height
h̄max(t̄). The solid red line rep-
resents a simulation by Myroslava
Hanyak134 Symbols represent ex-
perimental data obtained forw =
1.5mm and aspect ratios ofε =
0.011 (squares) andε = 0.0107 (cir-
cles). The experimental data is in al-
most perfect quantitative agreement
with the numerical results.
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cross-section is restored. The same mechanism is conjectured to be the origin of the
shape distortions in Figs. 3.7(a-d). This is supported by Fig. 3.7(d) where a strong de-
cay of the lateral surface tension gradient at positions and times corresponding to the
curves in Fig. 3.7(c) is evident. The relaxation of the transverse height profile towards a
parabolic shape implicates an increase in the center height, which explains theincrease
in rim heighthmax observed in Fig. 3.8. Larger values of the aspect ratioε are associated
with a higher lateral curvature and hence an increased capillary pressure, which acts as
the restoring force for the transition in the height profile. Consequently thetransition oc-
curs earlier for larger aspect ratios134. Note that an increase in the peak height observed
for one-dimensional spreading can only occur due to sub-phase expulsion133 and that
the effect observed in Fig. 3.8 is a consequence of lateral confinementdue to chemical
patterning.

3.3 Soluble surfactant spreading

In contrast to the insoluble oleic acid, which is only spreading in the form of amono-
layer along the surface of a glycerol film, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS,Sigma-Aldrich
Product number 436143, purity 99%) is a soluble surfactant, i.e. being present in the
bulk of the sub-phase liquid as well as at its surface. As will be illustrated bythe sys-
tematic data presented in this section, this difference in the surfactant behavior results
in a quantitative difference in the spreading dynamics of the surfactant aswell as the
evolution of the sub-phase morphology compared to the previously presented case of an
insoluble surfactant.

The dependence of the glycerol surface tensionγ on the SDS bulk concentration
c was determined experimentally using a Wilhelmy plate technique, with the resulting
data shown in Fig. 3.9. Using the Langmuir equilibrium surfactant adsorptionisotherm

Γeq

Γ∞
=

c

k1,2Γ∞ + c
(3.8)
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Figure 3.9: Surface tension of glyc-
erol as a function of the SDS
bulk concentration. The shown
data was obtained using a Wilhelmy
plate. For concentrationsc exceed-
ing 0.064 mol/l, a pronounced tran-
sition is visible in the surface tension
dependence which can be ascribed
to the formation of micelles in the
bulk fluid. The red solid line corre-
sponds to a fit according to eq.(3.8)
and (3.9).

and the surface equation of state

γ = γ0 +RTΓ∞ln

(

1− Γ

Γ∞

)

(3.9)

the experimental data was fitted as indicated by the red solid line whereR is the universal
gas constant andT is the absolute temperature. The corresponding fit parameters are a
maximum surface coverage ofΓ∞ = 4.2 × 10−6mol m−2 and a ratio of the desorption
and adsorption rate constantsk1,2 = 1.7× 106 m−1.

For concentrationsc exceeding0.064 mol/l, a pronounced transition is visible in
Fig. 3.9, which indicates the formation of micelles. In this range we furthermoreob-
served gelation of the liquid associated with a strong change in the rheology of the
liquid, which made surface tension determination in this concentration region somewhat
unreliable.

Preparation of the initial conditions for the experiments described here is analogous
to the insoluble case, i.e. a hydrophilic stripe is created on a hydrophobic background
followed by the deposition of a thin liquid film of glycerol onto the hydrophilic area.
While oleic acid is liquid at the experimental conditions and was deposited in the form
of a droplet, SDS is a solid powder. Two different types of experiments are presented
here. In the first type, termedsolid deposition, a small pellet of compressed SDS powder
was deposited onto the glycerol rivulets, in the second type, termedsolution deposi-
tion, a0.1− 0.2µl droplet of an SDS-glycerol solution with varying concentration was
deposited.

Figure 3.10 (a) shows a typical example of a rivulet directly after deposition (t =
0.33 s) of a solid piece of SDS. As in the case of the insoluble oleic acid, a crater forms
around the location of deposition, rims form and propagate from the surfactant source
along the sub-phase rivulet. Figure 3.10 (b) shows a rim propagating away from the
surfactant source,30.33 s after deposition. In the crater region around the surfactant
source a slight formation of a fingering instability is visible, highlighted in red.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Interference mi-
croscopy images of a glycerol
rivulet, after deposition,t = 0.33 s,
of a solid piece of SDS. A crater is
forming around the deposited piece
of surfactant and rims are forming
and propagating along the rivulet.
(b) A rim propagating away from the
surfactant source, att = 30.33 s.
Slight finger formation in the crater
region close to the surfactant source
is visible (marked by the red under-
lay). Rivulet widthw = 1.5 mm and
initial center heighth0 ≈ 5.8µm, il-
luminationλ = 650nm.
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In the case of solution deposition, i.e. the deposition of a droplet of SDS-glycerol
solution onto the rivulet, the surfactant is not localized as for solid deposition. The
deposited solution droplet, the surfactant source, spreads along the rivulet exhibiting a
pronounced formation of digitated structures or fingers. To quantify the spreading rate in
this case the center location of the initial contact of the surfactant drop andthe sub-phase
is taken asx = 0.

For both deposition techniques rims form and propagate away from the location of
deposition and offer a convenient measure for the propagation of the surfactant front.

Figure 3.11: Measurements of the
rim position as a function of time for
solution- (black squares) and solid
deposition (blue circles) of SDS as
well as for the previously discussed
insoluble surfactant oleic acid. The
solid lines correspond to power law
fits of the formxrim ∼ tα with ex-
ponentsα of 0.48 and 0.4 for so-
lution and solid deposition, respec-
tively. The propagation rate for the
insoluble case is approximated by an
exponentα = 0.34.
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In Fig. 3.11 the rim propagation as a function of time is shown for a solid and a liquid
deposition experiment as well as for the insoluble oleic acid with identical initial sub-
phase film thicknesses ofh0 = 1.75µm. In all cases the rim position follows a power law
of the formxrim ∼ tα as illustrated by the solid lines, the fitted exponents areα = 0.48
and 0.4 for solution and solid deposition, respectively. The propagation rate forthe
insoluble case is approximated by an exponentα = 0.34. In the following, systematic
results are presented first for solid deposition and subsequently for liquiddeposition.

3.3.1 Solid deposition

Figure 3.12(a) shows fitted power law exponentsα for solid deposition as a function of
the aspect ratioε = 2h0/w. The exponents were obtained for rivulet widths ofw =
1.5mm andw = 0.3mm as indicated by the triangles and squares, respectively. Since
interference microscopy is limited to low film thicknesses, the smaller rivulet widthw
allowed the application of this method for higher aspect ratios.

As in the case of the previously discussed insoluble oleic acid the exponentsare inde-
pendent of the aspect ratioε within the investigated range. The average numerical value
of 〈α〉 = 0.41 however, is higher than the one measured for the spreading of the insolu-
ble surfactant (〈α〉 = 0.33). Figure 3.12(b) shows the rim positionxrim(t = 1000 s) after
solid deposition as a function of the initial film thickness forw = 1.5mm. The solid
line in Fig. 3.12(b) corresponds to a power law relationxrim(1000 s) ∼

√
h0, which

Figure 3.12: (a) Spreading expo-
nents α for solid deposition as a
function of the aspect ratioε for
rivulet widths ofw = 1.5mm (tri-
angles) andw = 0.3mm (squares).
The average value of〈α〉 = 0.41 is
indicated by the solid line. (b) Rim
positionxrim(t = 1000 s) as a func-
tion of h0 after solid deposition onto
rivulets of widthw = 1.5 mm. Ex-
perimentally obtained values are in-
dicated by symbols, the scaling rela-
tion xrim(1000 s) ∼

√
h0 is indi-

cated by the solid line.
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Figure 3.13: Centerline height pro-
files h(x, y = 0, t), obtained by
analysis of the corresponding inter-
ference fringe patterns. An initial
sharp increase in rim height is fol-
lowed by a broadening of the peak.
The black arrows indicate a plateau
region ahead of the rim, which is a
possible signature of a minute sur-
face active contamination of the sub-
phase61.
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is an excellent approximation to the experimentally measured results. The same scal-
ing with h0 had been observed for the case of insoluble surfactants133,134as described
earlier in this chapter. The scaling argument leading to Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (3.7) can be
applied here. The different type of surfactant influences the difference in local surface
tensions between the crater edge atxc and the rim∆γrim ≡ γ(xrim) − γ(xc). This
in turn enters into the pre-factor following the time integration, such that the scaling
xrim(1000 s) ∼ h0.50 remains.

In Fig. 3.13 exemplary centerline height profilesh(x, y = 0, t), obtained by analysis

Figure 3.14: Interference mi-
croscopy images of a rim prop-
agating along a glycerol rivulet
following the deposition of com-
pressed SDS powder, i.e. solid
deposition, at, (a)t = 17 s, (c)
t = 275 s and (d) t = 1867 s.
Rivulet width w = 1.5 mm and
initial center heighth0 = 5.63µm.
In the initial stage of the spreading
the propagating rim exhibits a strong
asymmetry between front and back.
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of corresponding interference fringe patterns, are presented for different times after solid
deposition. The peak height of the rimhmax is initially increasing and was determined
to reach a maximum value of about3.75h0 in intermediate stages of the experiment. As
the spreading progresses the peak is observed to widen over time and in later stages a de-
crease of the peak height is visible. Noteworthy in the height profiles shown in Fig. 3.13
is the existence of a small plateau region or local maximum ahead of the propagating
rim, indicated by the downwards facing arrows. A possible origin for this peculiarity
in the rim shape was found to be a minute amount of a pre-existing surface active con-
taminant on the sub-phase rivulet61. While such a contamination would not measurably
affect the spreading rate of the surfactant, it can lead to distortions in the morphology.

As in the case of the earlier discussed insoluble surfactant spreading, asystema-
tic change in the shape of the rim as it propagates along the rivulet was observed in
experiments. Initially the rim exhibits a considerable asymmetry in the stream-wise
direction, which gradually disappears at later times. The asymmetry at early stages
manifests itself in the curvature of the interference fringes, which is strongahead of the
peak position while the fringes are practically orthogonal to the flow directionbehind
the peak, as depicted in Fig. 3.14(b). As the experiment progresses this asymmetry
vanishes as shown in Fig. 3.14(c). This is reminiscent of the morphology transition
discussed before in the context of insoluble surfactant spreading, e.g. Fig. 3.7, which
was associated with diminishing transversal surface tension gradients.

3.3.2 Solution deposition

While in experiments where a drop of insoluble or a solid piece of soluble surfactant was
deposit onto the rivulet, a well defined localized source region was present, this was not

1
.5

 m
m

Deposition area

(b)

x = 0

(a)

Figure 3.15: (a) Expanding deposition area in a solution deposition experiment, 8 s af-
ter deposition. Strong fingering accompanies the expansion of the surfactant source.
The center of the initial contact region between the deposited drop and the sub-phase
rivulet, x = 0, is indicated via the dashed white line. (b) Solution deposition results
in pronounced finger formation as the deposited droplet of surfactant solution spreads
along the rivulet, as seen in this microscope image forh0 = 1.63µm,w = 1.5 mm and
t = 542 s after deposition.
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Figure 3.16: (a) Fitted spreading ex-
ponents for various concentrations
of deposited SDS solution for initial
liquid film heights in the range of
1.5µm ≤ h0 ≤ 4.5µm. (b) Fitted
spreading exponents as a function of
initial liquid film height for the con-
centrationc0 = 0.044mol/l of the
deposited SDS solution.

the case for solution deposition experiments. The deposited droplets of SDSglycerol
solution spread out as shown in Fig. 3.15 such that these experiments are subject to
an expanding source of surfactant. Figure 3.15(a) shows a typical snapshot of such an
expanding source area8 s after deposition, the drop spreads out under a pronounced
formation of fingers4–6,45,46,75,91,143,149.

Figure 3.16(a) shows the spreading exponentα for the case of solution deposition, as
a function of the surfactant concentration in the deposited droplet. The exponent appears
to be independent of the surfactant concentration with an average valueof 〈α〉 = 0.48.
Merely for the highest of the investigated concentrations ofc = 0.044 mol/l, a slight
decrease in the spreading exponent is noticeable. The SDS solution with concentration
of c = 0.044 mol/l became turbid and gel-like, furthermore, its viscosity was increased
as compared to solutions with lower concentration. The corresponding local increase in
viscosity retarded the spreading dynamics of the deposited solution droplet,such that the
experiment resembles more the case of solid SDS deposition. Consistent with this no-
tion, a reduction of the measured spreading exponent towards the average value shown
in Fig. 3.12 for solid deposition is observed. Figure 3.16(b) shows the spreading ex-
ponentα measured for different initial film heightsh0 and deposited droplets with a
surfactant concentration ofc = 0.044 mol/l, consistent with the results in Fig. 3.12. The
spreading exponent is to good approximation independent of the film thickness within
the considered range with an average value of〈α〉 = 0.42.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter a systematic study of surfactant spreading on sub-phasefilms exhibiting
a confinement-induced surface curvature has been presented. This isthe first study in
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which chemical surface patterns were experimentally employed to implement a sub-
phase confinement in the context of surfactant spreading. An insolubleas well as a
soluble surfactant were considered and both were found to spread according to a power
law relationxrim ∼ tα. The spreading exponentα for the insoluble surfactant oleic acid
was determined to beα = 0.33. For the soluble surfactant SDS results for two types of
experiments were presented, in the first a solid piece of SDS was depositedand in the
later a drop of SDS solution. Exponents were found to lay above the value determined for
the insoluble surfactant withα = 0.41 andα = 0.48 for solid and solution deposition,
respectively. An expanding surfactant source area was suggestedas the origin of the
increased spreading exponents measured for solution deposition.

Besides the spreading rate of the surfactants the sub-phase morphologyevolution
was evaluated. A pronounced transition in the shape of the rim, propagatingalong the
rivulet as a consequence of the spreading, was described for the insoluble surfactant. On
the basis of a quantitative comparison of the experimental data with numerical results of
Myroslava Hanyak134 it was shown that the transition in the sub-phase morphology is
induced by diminishing lateral surface tension gradients. These surfacetension gradients
are a consequence of the laterally non-uniform velocity and surfactantsurface concen-
tration profiles resulting form the curved sub-phase interface due to the chemical con-
finement. Besides the quantitative agreement of the morphology evolution comparison
with numerical results also confirms the experimentally measured value of the spreading
exponent134.

Note: The results presented in this chapter have been published in combination with
numerical work by Myroslava Hanyak:D. K. N. Sinz, M. Hanyak, J. C. H. Zeegers,
and A. A. Darhuber, Insoluble surfactant spreading along thin liquid filmsconfined by
chemical surface patterns, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, Vol.13 pp. 9768 -
9777, 2011.as well asM. Hanyak, D. K. N. Sinz, and A. A. Darhuber, Soluble surfactant
spreading on spatially confined thin liquid films, Soft matter, Vol. 8 pp. 7660-7671,
2012.61.



Chapter 4

Surfactant spreading at the
interface of two thin liquid films

4.1 Introduction

In the introduction of chapter 1 a review of the vast body of literature dedicated to sur-
factant spreading4–6,11,15,35,38,46,49,51,52,57,58,61,64,73,91,133,134,143,146,149at the air interface
of liquid layers comprising various configurations was given. The spreading of surfac-
tants at the interface between two liquid phases on the other hand, has not received much
attention yet. Recently, a first systematic study of Marangoni driven surfactant spread-
ing at the interface between two deep liquid layers has been presented by Berg9. In this
study Berg used deep layers of decane and water. The spreading kinetics of several types
of surfactant at the interface between the two layers were investigated experimentally. A
scaling relation, derived by balancing the interfacial tension gradient and viscous stresses
in the boundary layers in the two liquid phases, was in quantitative agreementwith the
experimental data. As already pointed out in chapter 1 for the application ofsurfactants
in an oil reservoir the spreading at the interface between an oil- and a water-phase can be
expected to dominate the distribution of introduced surfactants or surfactant solutions.
When considering surfactant spreading in the context of oil recoverythe liquid layers can
be expected to be subjected to both physical and chemical confinements, i.e.physical
rock structures as well as varying wettability of these structures.

This chapter addresses surfactant spreading in an experimental configuration in-
tended to emulate certain aspects of spreading under reservoir conditions. Spreading
is investigated at the interface between two thin liquid layers. As in the previouschapter,
one of the liquids is confined by a chemical surface pattern inducing a curvature of the
liquid interface. For these experiments a thin rivulet of polar liquid is immersed ina thin
layer of a second, non-polar liquid. The spreading dynamics of a surfactant, soluble in
the polar/aqueous-like phase, are investigated systematically. Details of the experimental
setup are explained below.

45
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4.2 Sample fabrication and experimental setup

Figure 4.1 illustrates the preparation of the initial condition for the experiments discussed
in this chapter. Chemical patterning was used to create hydrophilic stripes witha length
of L = 50mm and a widthw = 1.5mm on masked borosilicate glass slides (Gold Seal
coverslips, dimensions 48 mm× 60 mm, thickness 150 mm, product number 3334) in
the same fashion as described in chapter 3.

Hydrophilic regions of the chemically patterned glass substrates (bottom substrate)
were spin-coated with a thin film of glycerol (rivulet) in which fluorescein sodium salt
(Sigma Aldrich, product number 46960) was dissolved at a concentrationof 0.05wt%,
Fig. 4.1 (a). Two spacers (borosilicate glass slides, thickness80 µm) were placed on both
sides of the rivulet which kept a second glass slide (top-plate) elevated at a well-defined
distance. The length of the top plate is slightly shorter than the rivulet, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.1 (c,d). Using two stainless steel clamps on either side of the rivulet theentire
setup was then clamped together. Once the glass construction was fixed, dodecane was
deposited at one edge of the top-plate and imbibed into the cavity space between the
two glass plates by capillary action, Fig. 4.1 (d). As a consequence of the high viscosity
contrast, the initial liquid distribution along the length of the glycerol rivulet remained
unaltered by the imbibing dodecane. Spacers, top-plate as well as the steelclamps were
thoroughly cleaned before the individual experiments. Prior to the patterning and ex-
periments, the substrates were cleaned by immersion in a solution of hydrogenperoxide
(30%, J.T. Baker product number 7047) and sulfuric acid (95%, J.T. Baker product num-
ber 6057), mixed at a volume ratio of 1:1.

High purity grade dodecane (purity> 99%, Sigma Aldrich product number 221104)
was used in the experiments. However, measurements using a pendant drop tensiometer
showed the interfacial tension of the dodecane against DI-water, not only to strongly

Bottom substrate,

with glycerol rivulet

Positioning of

spacers

Rivulet partly covered

 with top-plate

Cavity space filled

with oil phase

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the experi-
mental configuration for the spread-
ing of surfactants at the liquid-liquid
interface of spatially confined thin
fluid layers. (a) A thin film of glyc-
erol, containing fluorescein, is de-
posited on a chemically patterned
glass slide. (b,c) Two glass spac-
ers, placed parallel to the rivulet, el-
evate a top cover plate at a distance
of ≈ 80µm above the bottom sub-
strate. (d) The resulting cavity space
is filled with dodecane.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Interfacial tension
of dodecane against water, measured
using a pendant drop tensiometer.
Shown are values for dodecane as
received (black squares), dodecane
that was purified 5 (red circles) and
10 times (blue triangles) as well as
literature values (black dashed and
dotted lines). (b) Liquid-liquid in-
terfacial tension of glycerol-SDS so-
lutions against purified dodecane,
measured using a pendant drop ten-
siometer (black circles, left axis).
Also shown, air-liquid surface ten-
sion values of glycerol-SDS solu-
tions (red triangles, right axis, see
section 3.3). The solid blue line rep-
resents a Langmuir isothermγ =
γ0 + A ln(1 − c

c+B ) fitted onto the
liquid-liquid interfacial tension data
with the parametersA = 9.9mN/m,
B = 0.00915mol/l and the interfa-
cial tension for a clean interface of
γ0 = 29mN/m.
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differ from literature values ofγO/W (25◦C) ≈ 53mN/m34,54,153but also to exhibit a
time dependence as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). This is known to indicate the presence of
surface active impurities in unpurified alkanes34,50,53,54,153. To eliminate any influence
on the spreading dynamics during experiments, the dodecane was purifiedby adding
basic Aluminum oxide (Sigma Aldrich, product number 199443). After several hours
the Aluminum oxide was removed using a vacuum filtration setup. This cleaning step
was repeated ten times, the IFT values measured for the dodecane purifiedin this fashion
were within the range of scatter for the different reported literature values and showed
no time dependence over the course of one hour, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a).

In Figure 4.2(b) IFT values for the purified dodecane against glycerol-SDS solutions
are shown as a function of the SDS content in the glycerol phase. Also shown are values
for the air-liquid surface tension of glycerol-SDS solutions measured using a Wilhelmy
plate (red triangles, right axis). The experimental data for the liquid-liquid interfacial
tension was fitted with a Langmuir isothermγ = γ0+A ln(1− c

c+B ) with the parameters
A = 9.9mN/m,B = 0.00915mol/l and the interfacial tension for a clean interface of
γ0 = 29mN/m, shown by the solid blue line in Fig. 4.2(b).
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After preparation of the initial condition as shown in Fig. 4.1 (d), a solid pelletof the
surfactant SDS (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, purity> 99%, Sigma Aldrich product number
436143) was deposited onto the glycerol rivulet, between the glass slides. As in the case
of deposition at the liquid-air interface (chapter 3) the glycerol rivulet thinned around the
deposited surfactant source and a rim formed and propagated along therivulet. The dy-
namics following the surfactant deposition were monitored by fluorescencemicroscopy
using an Olympus BX71 inverted microscope.

For sample illumination a Thorlabs LED light source (product number M470L2-
C1) was combined with a fluorescence filter cube, limiting the wavelength for excitation
λexc to 460nm < λexc < 480nm. The dichroic mirror had a cut off wavelength of
≈ 485nm and the emission filter limited the wavelength of the emitted light reaching
the detectorλem to 495nm < λem < 540nm. Recorded grayscale values, correspond-
ing to fluorescence intensity, increased with sub-phase film thickness. Inorder to allow
for quantitative morphology evaluations during the entire course of the experiment, the
illuminating light was pulsed to avoid photo-bleaching. To correlate the measured fluo-
rescence intensity values to film height of the deposited glycerol layer, a rivulet of known
film height was used to calibrate the relation between measured fluorescence intensity
and film thickness. The known relation between lateral position and film thickness al-
lows for an accurate calibration of the film thickness vs. fluorescence intensity79.

4.3 Results

Following surfactant deposition, as in the case for spreading at liquid-airinterfaces, a
pronounced thinning of the sub-phase liquid in the vicinity of the deposited surfactant
source is observed along with the formation and propagation of a rim or maximum in
sub-phase film thickness15,35,73,133,134. Figure 4.3 shows the typical experimentally ob-
served evolution of the height of this rim as a function of time. The initial rivulet center
film height in this experiment wash0 = 7.7µm. In the initial phase of the experiment the
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Figure 4.3: Dimensionless height of
the propagating rimhmax/h0 as a
function of time. The initial film
thickness in this experiment was
h0 = 7.7µm. A maximum in the
rim height is reached att ≈ 300 s
after surfactant deposition.
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Figure 4.4: 3-D color-coded contour plots of the rim morphology evolution,initial rivulet
center film thicknessh0 = 7.7µm and widthw = 1.5mm. The rim height evolution
of the same experiment is shown in Fig. 4.3. The times corresponding to the different
snapshots are indicated along with the respective rim positions. The blue arrow labeled
F (plot for t = 265 s) indicates a local plateau region or ’foot’ preceding the advancing
rim.

height of the rim increased rapidly and reached its maximum height ofhmax/h0 ≈ 3.3
at t ≈ 300 s, followed by a gradual decrease. Figure 4.4 shows 3-D color-coded contour
plots of the advancing rim at different times after deposition for the same experiment as
shown in Fig. 4.3. The morphology maps were obtained by conversion of themeasured
2-D fluorescence intensity profiles via the calibration curve described above. The corre-
sponding rim positions are indicated along with the times at which the snapshots were
obtained. In the first two images (t = 86 s andt = 265 s) the rim exhibits a steeper
longitudinal slope ahead of its peak than behind it. In the course of the experiment this
configuration changes and the longitudinal slope ahead of the peak becomes increasingly
shallow (t = 415 s tot = 2858 s). This decrease in the slope of the film is accompanied
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Figure 4.5: Dimensionless center-
line height profiles illustrating the
morphology evolution of a propagat-
ing rim for different times following
surfactant deposition onto a rivulet
of initial height h0 = 11.2µm. In
this experiment unpurified dodecane
was used. Compared to experiments
with purified dodecane a drastic de-
crease in the maximum measured
film height is evident.

by a decrease in maximum film heighthmax as already shown in Fig. 4.3.

Another feature of the advancing rim is a small preceding plateau region orfoot
ahead of the actual rim. This foot is marked in Fig. 4.4 att = 265 s with a blue ar-
row labeled F. For SDS spreading at the air-liquid interface of glycerol rivulets this
foot was already described in Chapter 3. As previously mentioned, the presence of low
concentration of surface active impurities in the glycerol offers an explanation for this
phenomenon61.

This peculiarity in the rim morphology, however, does not originate from thesurface-
active contaminants present in the unpurified dodecane oil-phase described in section 4.2.
Typical centerline height profiles for spreading experiments with the unpurified oil-phase
are shown in Fig. 4.5. The discussed foot ahead of the rim is not present in the shown
profiles. Furthermore, compared to the experiments with purified dodecane, a drastic
decrease in the maximum measured film height is evident. With the unpurified oil-
phase, a maximum dimensional rim height of only≈ 2.1h0 was reached, while for the
case of a purified oil phase was purified (Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.3) a maximum value of
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Figure 4.6: Example measurements
of the rim position as a function
of time for film heights ofh0 =
24.3µm (red squares) andh0 =
7.2µm (black squares). The rim po-
sitionsxrim(t) are approximated by
the power-law relationxrim(t) =
βtα (solid lines).
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Figure 4.7: Prefactorsβ (black
circles) and exponentsα (blue
squares) for a power-law of the form
xrim(t) = βtα fitted to experimental
data. Values are given as a function
of the initial centerline film height
h0. The black solid line indicates
the scaling behavior for the prefactor
with the film thicknessβ ∼ h0.50 .
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hmax/h0 ≈ 3.3 was reached.
Rim positionsxrim(t) as a function of time are shown in Fig. 4.6 for film thicknesses

of h0 = 7.2 µm andh0 = 24.3 µm, indicated by red and black symbols respectively.
In both casesxrim(t) is approximated by a power-law of the formxrim(t) = βtα (solid
lines). Figure 4.7 shows fitted spreading exponentsα (blue squares) and prefactorsβ
(black circles) as a function of the initial rivulet centerline film heighth0. Spreading
exponents appear to first approximation constant over the investigated range with an
average value ofα = 0.4. This value is slightly increased for the experiments with an
initial rivulet heighth0 ≤ 5µm. The solid black line indicates the scaling behavior for
the prefactor with the film thicknessβ ∼ h0.50 . The scaling is therefore equivalent to the
one for liquid air spreading. The relation can be derived analogously to chapter 2 and 3
since the viscous friction occurs predominantly in the glycerol and the viscosity (≈ 870
mPas) of the dodecane layer (≈ 1.3mPas) can be neglected. This is also supported by the
fact that the qualitative spreading dynamics, i.e. the spreading exponentsare very close
to the ones measured for deposition of solid SDS at the liquid-air interface (section 3.3).

Besides a pronounced influence on the morphology of the rim, the use of unpuri-
fied dodecane in the spreading experiments also resulted in a reduction of the observed
spreading exponents. A typical graph for the rim position as a function oftime for
spreading in unpurified dodecane is shown in Fig. 4.8, where the experimental data is ap-
proximated byxrim ∼ t0.33. A reasonable explanation for the decrease in the exponent,

Figure 4.8: Rim position as a func-
tion of time for spreading along a
glycerol rivulet (h0 = 15µm) im-
mersed in anunpurified dodecane
layer. 100 101 102 103 5x103
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compared to the case of purified dodecane shown in Fig. 4.7, is an effective decrease in
the spreading pressure of the deposited surfactantΠ = γ(Γ = 0) − γ(Γ = Γ∞) in the
course of the experiments. This hypothesis is supported by the data shownin Fig. 4.2,
the interfacial tension of the unpurified dodecane (black squares) against water gradually
decreased over time. An analoguous behavior can be expected for the interfacial tension
against glycerol. In the spreading experiments, therefore, the interfacial tension of the
rivulet ahead of the spreading front decreases in time and with it the effective spreading
pressure of the surfactant.

In his experiments on spreading between deep layers of decane and water, Berg9

used the alkane as received, i.e. without prior purification. This is also reflected in the
reported interfacial tension value between decane and water of48 mN/m which is below
the value of≈ 52 mN/m in other references50,54. However, while the purification of the
oil-phase proofed to have a significant influence on the both the qualitativespreading
behavior and the temporal morphology evolution of the thin rivulet described here, no
such effects are to be expected for the spreading between deep fluid layers. The duration
of the spreading experiments reported here was in the range of several1000 s while the
spreading in Berg’s experiments was completed within< 1 s. Based on the interfacial
tension data shown in Fig. 4.2 for the unpurified alkane, changes in the interfacial tension
within 1 s would be small compared to the spreading pressure of the surfactant. The
changes would therefore have an influence on the spreading far belowthe measurement
accuracy, assuming the nature of the impurities is equivalent to the ones reported here.

4.4 Summary

The existing literature on surfactant spreading is mainly focused on the spreading at
liquid-air interfaces. The spreading has been investigated at the interface between air and
deep18,36,37,47,66,72,141as well as thin11,51,52,57,73,133,134,142,143liquid layers. The spread-
ing of surface active substances at the interface of two deep liquid layers was recently
studied by Berg9. As in the case of the liquid-air interface, spreading dynamics change
when the step to thin liquid films is taken. In this chapter the spreading of a surfactant at
the interface of a thin rivulet of polar liquid under a layer of non-polar liquid was exam-
ined. Both liquid layers were spatially confined, on the one hand by glass substrates and
in the case of the polar liquid by a chemical surface pattern. Both the spreading dynamics
as well as the liquid-liquid interface morphology evolution were studied systematically.

The surfactant used in the presented study was ionic and to good approximation in-
soluble in the non-polar phase. A change in the spreading dynamics can beexpected for
the application of a surfactant soluble in the non-polar phase or both phases. In the cur-
rent configuration the surfactant concentration at the liquid-liquid interface is influenced
by the desorption into the rivulet, i.e. the polar bulk-phase. For a surfactant soluble
in both phases, desorption fluxes of the surfactant from the interface into both the bulk
phases influence the interfacial concentration. In the current setup thenon-polar bulk
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occupies a significantly larger volume. Depending on partitioning coefficients, desorp-
tion into the non-polar phase therefore can potentially reduce the interfacial surfactant
concentration significantly stronger than the desorption into the polar bulk in the current
experiments.
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Chapter 5

Marangoni transport of surfactants
along discontinuous liquid-liquid
interfaces

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the spreading of a surfactant at the interface of two thin liquid
layers was addressed. This study was, as all existing surfactant spreading literature, lim-
ited to a configuration with a continuous interface between the different phases along
which the surfactant spread. Considering conditions in an oil reservoir, interfaces may
not be continuous over long distances, but either the oil or the water phase can be in
discrete locations predetermined for example by varying wettability of the surrounding
rock pores. As already pointed out in section 1 surfactant induced Marangoni flow offers

Figure 5.1: Artists impression of a dead-
end pore geometry with a mixed wet pore
surface as potentially encountered in an
oil reservoir. Grey areas symbolize rock,
blue areas correspond to pore space filled
with water and the red areas depict un-
connected oil droplets or films. Pres-
sure driven flow from injection to produc-
tion wells would not allow to mobilize oil
in such a pore configuration. Transport
of functional materials, e.g. wettability
modifiers, by these flows is also limited
to connected pore paths.
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an efficient mechanism to create flow in dead-end pore geometries that areunaccessible
to regular pressure driven flow created for example during a water flood. For the case
of a continuous oil-water-interface the spreading of an injected surfactant would pro-
ceed along this interface similar to the configuration discussed in the previouschapter.
Specifically, in mixed-wet reservoirs the condition of a continuous interface between the
aqueous-phase and the oil-phase in the reservoir will not be fulfilled. Inthis chapter
experimental evidence will be presented that Marangoni driven transport of surfactants
is not limited to continuous liquid interfaces. This novel phenomenon has not previously
been described in literature. Besides the transport of surfactant the associated flows
could be employed to deliver functional substances into previously unaccessible reser-
voir regions. These substances in turn can increase crude oil recovery rates94,150, e.g.
via wettability modification of the rock matrix.

In the experimental model geometry used here, a discontinuous interface isimple-
mented experimentally by using chemical surface patterns to confine an aqueous phase
liquid to discrete locations inside a continuous oil-bulk-phase. In addition to thechemi-
cal surface patterns, both liquid-phases are confined between parallel plates reminiscent
of a Hele-shaw-cell. In the following first the sample fabrication and the experimental
layout will be described. Subsequently experimental results regarding the spreading of
a surfactant in this system will be presented.

5.2 Sample fabrication and experimental setup

A top and bottom glass substrate are both chemically patterned with a linear array of
hydrophilic circles with diameterDP on a hydrophobic background. The individual
circles are separated by a distancewGap as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a). Chemical surface
patterns were created via the same photolithography based procedure asin the previous
chapters. Using a Hamilton micro-syringe, droplets of ethylene glycol (SigmaAldrich,
product number 324558, purity 99.8% ) are deposited onto each of the hydrophilic spots,
Fig. 5.2(b). Two glass spacers of thicknesshP are placed on both sides of the bottom
substrate parallel to the droplet array. The distance between the dropletarray and the
spacers is approximately10mm, Fig. 5.2(b). As shown in Fig. 5.2(c), the top substrate
is placed onto the spacers with the droplets facing downwards towards the bottom sub-
strate. Upon contact the droplets on the two substrates merge and liquid pillarsare
formed. The final pillar height is determined by the thickness of the afore mentioned
glass spacershP .

The resulting glass construction is clamped together using stainless steel clamps as
in the experiments for continuous interfaces, described in section 4.2. Theremaining
cavity space is filled with dodecane, which has been purified using basic Aluminum ox-
ide as described in section 4.2. The entire setup is placed above a light source providing
homogeneous illumination. The intensity of the light transmitted through the sample is
measured using a camera with a telecentric lens which mounted above the sample.
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Figure 5.2: Sample preparation proce-
dure for the study of surfactant trans-
port along discontinuous liquid-liquid
interfaces. (a) Chemical surface pat-
tern on the top and bottom substrate.
Both patterns consist of a linear ar-
ray of hydrophilic circles with a diam-
eterDP on a hydrophobic background.
The individual circles are separated by
a distancewGap. (b) Ethylene gly-
col droplets are deposited onto the hy-
drophilic spots on the top and bottom
substrate. Glass spacers of thicknesshP
are placed on the bottom substrate on
both sides of the droplet array. (c) The
top substrate is placed onto the spac-
ers, such that the droplet arrays on both
substrates are aligned and the substrates
are kept at a well-defined distance de-
termined by the glass spacers. Upon
contact with each other the droplets on
the two patterned glass substrates merge
and form liquid pillars. (d) The remain-
ing cavity space is filled with dodecane,
purified using aluminum oxide as de-
scribed in Chapter 4. The dodecane is
deposited at the opening of the cavity
space and imbibes due to capillary ac-
tion. (e) Qualitative sketch illustrating
the Marangoni stress induced flow-field
inside a pillar. Also sketched is the pre-
sumed qualitative concentration profile
of surfactant along the interface.
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A drop of a dyed surfactant solution in dodecane is deposited on one endof the
immersed pillar array into the cavity space. The surfactant solution used in theexperi-
ments described here was a solution of2 wt% TritonTM X-15 (Sigma Aldrich, product
number X15-500ML) in dodecane, dyed with Oil Red O (Sigma Aldrich, product num-
ber O0625). Using a syringe filter, undissolved dye was removed to obtaina practically
particle free solution. Due to the presence of the dye, the height-averaged spatial distri-
bution of the surfactant front can be monitored through light absorption ina transmission
configuration.

When the front of the injected surfactant solution reaches the first ethylene glycol
pillar, its interfacial tension is locally reduced and the resulting interfacial tension gra-
dients give rise to flow along and around its interface. In Fig. 5.2(e) a qualitative sketch
of the flow-field inside a liquid pillar is shown alongside with the presumed concentra-
tion profile of the surfactant around the pillar. Figure 5.3 shows experimental images
taken at different stages of this spreading process. The recorded grayscale images were
inverted such that regions with a high surfactant (and dye) concentration appear bright.
The deposited surfactant solution prior to contact with the first pillar (t < 0) is shown in
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Figure 5.3: Contrast enhanced negative transmission images obtained at different stages
during a spreading experiment with parameter values of pillar heighthP = 450µm,
nominal pillar footprint diameterDP = 3mm and gap widthwGap = 1mm. After
contact of the surfactant solution with the first pillar (indicated by the dashed white
line in (a)), the leading edge of the front spreads from pillar to pillar. As theleading
edge advances from pillar to pillar the concentration at the moving front progressively
decreases along with the surfactant induced interfacial tension gradients on the pillar
interfaces. As a consequence the front propagation slows down and the deformation
of newly reached pillars is decreased. The convection around the pillarsappeared to
continue with decreasing intensity in the course of the experiments. A signature of this
continued convection is the widening of the surfactant distribution around the pillars in
they−direction.
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Fig. 5.3(a). Upon contact with the first pillar the surfactant solution is quickly spreading
along its interface, Fig. 5.3(b). The Marangoni flow along the interface causes a complex
flow-field in the surrounding oil-bulk-phase. The convected oil phase around the liquid
pillar transports surfactant to the next liquid pillar with a clean interface, Fig.5.3(c).
The flow continues in this fashion and the surfactant is transported through the oil phase
from one ethylene glycol pillar to the next, Fig. 5.3(d-i). This Marangoni driven trans-
port process is many orders of magnitude faster then if diffusion would bethe dominating
mechanism behind the transport. In the course of this spreading process, the concentra-
tion of the surfactant front reaching the new pillars decreases and the surfactant induced
Marangoni stresses drop correspondingly. In the images of Fig. 5.3, the dark regions at
the location of the pillars are the smallest diameter along the height of the pillars. In
most cases the lenses had a slightly concave shape, i.e. the pillar volume was chosen
slightly below the volume of a cylinder with equivalent foot-print.

5.3 Transport rate

Figure 5.4(a) shows the position of a propagating surfactant front as afunction of time
for pillars of heighthP = 450µm, a nominal diameter of the pillar footprintDP = 3mm
and a gap widthwGap = 1mm. The step-wise appearance of the propagation data is a
result of the strongly differing propagation rates of the surfactant front along the pillar
interfaces and across the gaps between neighboring pillars. Along the pillar interface
the propagation proceeds rapidly compared to the propagation through thegaps. Across
the gaps the propagation occurs through convection of surfactant-richoil-bulk-phase
due to the velocity field decaying from the the pillar interface into the oil-phase.An
experimental image of the spreading process att = 26 s is shown in Fig. 5.4(b) in the
same scale as the ordinate axis in (a). The dashed black lines indicate the positions of the
pillars, the front position att = 26 s is indicated by the red dotted line. Figure 5.5 shows

Figure 5.4: (a) Surfactant front posi-
tion as a function of time, forhP =
450µm, DP = 3mm andwGap =
1mm. The step-wise propagation is
caused by the different propagation
rates along the pillar interfaces and
across the gaps between neighbor-
ing pillars (b) Experimental image
(t = 26 s) in the same scale as the or-
dinate axis in (a), the pillar positions
are highlighted by the dashed black
lines. The red dotted line marks the
front position in the image.
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0.2 Figure 5.5: (a) Surfactant front posi-
tion as a function of time, forDP =
3mm andwGap = 1mm and a vari-
ety of pillar heightshP . Due to the
log-log scale the step-wise nature of
the propagation is less apparent then
in Fig. 5.4(a). The propagation can
initially ( t . 20 s) be approximated
byxfront ∼ t0.68, and in a later stage
(t & 20 s) byxfront ∼ t0.2.

surfactant front positions as a function of time, for a variety of pillar heights hP . The
footprint diameter and the gap width were kept constant atDP = 3mm andwGap =
1mm, respectively. The data suggest that the initial phase of the spreading,t . 20 s,
can be approximated byxfront ∼ t0.68. In later stages the spreading appears to decrease
in speed and the data in Fig. 5.5 is well approximated byxfront ∼ t0.2. The change in
the spreading exponent from0.68 to 0.2 suggests a qualitative change in the spreading
conditions. We currently speculate that the saturation of the first pillar volumewith
surfactant could be responsible for such a transition. Once the bulk of apillar is saturated
with surfactant, desorption of surfactant from the liquid-liquid interface seizes. This
desorption can, until pillar saturation, support a interfacial tension driven flow around a
pillar since the interface is depleted of surfactant and interfacial tension gradients due to
spatially varying adsorption from the surrounding oil bulk can be maintained.

Considering the data shown in Figure 5.5, the spreading seems to be only minutely
influenced by the pillar height for the parameter range investigated.

5.4 Pillar deformation

During the initial stage of the spreading, the interfacial tension gradients, induced by the
non-uniform surfactant distribution on the pillar interface, are sufficiently large to result
in a strong deformation of the pillar shape. Snapshots of such a deformation, typically
observed on the first 3 to 4 pillars, are shown in Fig. 5.6. In the first image (t = 2.29 s)
the surfactant front has just reached the second pillar. The cross-section of the waist of
the pillar is indicated by the white dashed circle Fig. 5.6(a).

Highlighted in blue in Fig. 5.6(b) is the footprint area of the second pillar, which is
clearly visible att = 2.46 s due to the surfactant solution that spread along the entire pil-
lar surface. Furthermore a strong deformation of the pillar shape is evident. At t = 3.17 s
the pillar center section has practically again assumed a circular shape, as the initially
strong gradients in the surfactant distribution on the pillar surface have decreased.
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Figure 5.6: Strong deformation of the second pillar waist section in a spreading experi-
ment with a pillar heighthP = 450µm, nominal pillar footprint diameterDP = 3mm
and gap widthwGap = 1mm. At t = 2.29 s the surfactant front reached the second
pillar. The pillar cross section at its waist is indicated by the white dashed line in (a).
Shortly after contact of the surfactant front with the pillar midsection, the footprint area
of the second pillar is clearly visible in (b), highlighted in blue. Due to the non-uniform
distribution of the surfactant on the pillar surface the shape of the pillar is strongly dis-
torted from its equilibrium shape. This is clearly visible by the off-centered non-circular
cross-section of the pillar waist section as indicated in (b) by the red dashed curve. The
initially strong gradients in the surfactant distribution on the pillar surface quickly de-
crease and the pillar center section assumes an approximately circular shape, (e). (f)
Qualitative sketch of the convection pattern in and around the two pillars just behind the
surfactant front. The purple points represent stagnation points in the flow field.

Short after initial contact of the surfactant front with the second pillar, astreamletof
surfactant rich oil phase formed at the distant edge of the pillar, as marked by the green
dashed oval. Thesestreamletsof surfactant rich oil are also visible in the experimental
images in Fig. 5.3. They are forming as a consequence of the convection pattern in
and around the pillars (qualitatively sketched in Fig. 5.2(e) and Fig. 5.6(f)) which is
convergent near the proximal and extensional near the distal stagnationpoints.

When thesestreamletsreach adjacent pillars, Marangoni flows are induced in the
latter as a consequence of the locally high surfactant concentration. Theresulting flow-
field in the surrounding oil-bulk-phase facilitates aself-focussingof the surfactant rich
connection between the pillars. Thisself-focussingconnection is indicated in Fig. 5.6(c).
Considering the flow-field around a pillar pair as sketched in Fig. 5.6(f) themechanism
behind theself-focussingcan be rationalized as the flow-field behind pillar n converging
towards a single line, the previously describedstreamlets. Once the surfactant rich oil
reaches the pillar n+1 the same convection pattern in and around the pillar forms as for
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pillar n. As a consequence, thestreamletformation in pillar n is enhanced since the right
side of pillar n, close to pillar n+1, is depleted of surfactant. This depletion causes an
ongoing flow around the interface of pillar n. Once the surfactant fronthas reached pillar
n+2 the same chain of events follows with the effects reaching back the entire array of
pillars.
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Figure 5.7: Spreading of TritonTM X-45 alongside with wettability modification induced
snap-off of the pillar initially contacted by the surfactant solution. The transmission
images were inverted, contrast enhanced and background corrected. The same charac-
teristicStreamletformation at the distal stagnation point of the pillars was observed as
for TritonTM X-15 and is highlighted in image (a). Due to higher solubility of TritonTM

X-45 and dye entrainment, internalStreamletsare also visible, as indicated in (d). In
image (c) the presumed foot-print area is indicated via the red dashed line. As a result of
wettability modification of the PFOTS-treated region the footprint has significantly en-
larged from theDP = 3mm, originally imposed by the PFOTS-pattern indicated in (c)
by the green dashed line. The spreading of the pillar liquid onto the formerly non-wetting
region continued and the liquid on the top- and bottom-substrate eventually disconnect
at t ≈ 12.7 s. The waist diameter of the second pillar appears to have increased between
t = 11.9 s andt = 21.9 s, i.e. from image (e) to (f). This is presumably caused by
absorption of liquid from pillar 1 that has reached pillar 2.
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5.5 Low partitioning coefficient surfactant

In first qualitative experiments a similar spreading behavior as described above was
observed for experiments conducted with TritonTM X-45 instead of TritonTM X-15.
TritonTM X-45 (Sigma Aldrich, product number X45-100ML) is a surfactant of thesame
type as TritonTM X-15 with an increased length of the hydrophilic polyethylene oxide
chain. This increase in the length of the hydrophilic chain can be expected toincrease
the solubility of TritonTM X-45 in the ethylene glycol compared to TritonTM X-15. Cor-
responding experimental images are shown in Fig. 5.7. In the shown experiment Sudan
Black (Sigma Aldrich, product number 199664) was used to stain the surfactant solu-
tion, furthermore the concentration of the surfactant was5 wt%. This exceeded the
solubility limit and dispersed surfactant droplets were present in the deposited surfac-
tant solution. These droplets contained increased quantities of the dye which caused the
grainy appearance and the occurrence of the bright spots in the inverted experimental
transmission images in Fig. 5.7. A qualitative difference in these experiments relative to
TritonTM X-15 shown in Fig. 5.3 was that the flow inside the pillars behind the surfactant
front was more pronounced. A signature of this continued flow around the first pillars in
the array is a recirculatory flow pattern as indicated in Fig. 5.7(f). We speculated that the
higher polarity of the TritonTM X-45 increases its desorption rate into the pillars which
depletes the surfactant concentration at the interface. This depletion of the interface al-
lows flow from the surfactant rich region to continue for a longer period of time than in
the case of TritonTM X-15. An indication for the increased dissolution of the TritonTM

X-45 is the entrainment of dye into the pillars which reveals their internal flow field.
As a consequence of this entrainment internalStreamletswere observed in these experi-
ments, indicated in Fig. 5.7(d). This entrainment phenomenon was completely absent in
the TritonTM X-15 experiments, e.g. Fig. 5.6.

An additional effect associated with the use of TritonTM X-45 is wettability modi-
fication of the substrate regions that were initially non-wetting for the ethyleneglycol.
This is observed primarily in regions of high surfactant concentration, i.e.in the region
of initial surfactant deposition. The ethylene glycol of the first pillar spread from its
originally confining hydrophilic circle onto the PFOTS regions. The footprintof the first
pillar is indicated in Fig. 5.7(c) by the red dashed line while the hydrophilic circlein
the PFOTS-pattern is indicated in green. As a consequence of the enlarged foot-print
area the pillar waist diameter decreased and eventually the liquid on the bottom- and
top-substrate disconnected att ≈ 12.7 s.

5.6 Discussion and outlook

The existing literature on surfactant spreading considers exclusively continuous inter-
faces. The spreading of surfactants has been investigated at the interface between air
and deep18,36,37,47,66,72,141as well as thin11,51,52,57,73,133,134,142,143liquid layers. Recently
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Berg9 has presented the first study of surfactant spreading between two deep liquid lay-
ers. This work has been extended towards the spreading between thin liquid films in the
previous chapter.

In this chapter it was shown for the first time that surfactant induced Marangoni
flows can also transport surfactant alongdiscontinuousliquid-liquid interfaces. This
was demonstrated for spreading of a mainly oil-soluble surfactant along a line array of
pillars of a polar liquid immersed in a continuous oil-phase. The surfactant is propagated
by the Marangoni-stress induced flow field in the continuous phase. This flow field is a
consequence of the surfactant induced flows along the interfaces of the individual pillars.

This newly discovered phenomenon is directly relevant when consideringthe spread-
ing of surfactants in an oil reservoir. Under reservoir conditions a continuous interface
between the oil-phase and an aqueous phase in the reservoir is, dependent on condi-
tions, unlikely to be given over long distances. Although the experiments shown here
were conducted in systems with ethylene glycol pillars, the same spreading was ob-
served analogously along arrays of water pillars immersed in dodecane in proof of prin-
ciple experiments, i.e. a material combination resembling potential reservoir conditions.
However, ethylene glycol offers the advantage of a low volatility facilitating sample
preparation.

The variation of the surfactant is a promising way to examine the role of surfactant
transport from the location of initial deposition towards the leading edge. Ifthis transport
is more pronounced, as in the case of the TritonTM X-45, experiments then the propa-
gation rate of the surfactant front is likely to be boosted. The notion that desorption of
surfactant from the pillar interface into its bulk is necessary for pronounced spreading is
supported by the fact that a solution of2 wt% of oleic acid in dodecane does not spread
along an array of water pillars with a distance ofwGap = 1mm. In the experiments with
oleic acid, the surfactant solution spread rapidly around the first pillar but the flow seized
in a fraction of a second without transporting sizable amounts of surfactant through the
oil-bulk-phase surrounding the pillar. As a consequence the consecutive pillars were
not reached by the surfactant solution. Oleic acid and water is a model system for an
insoluble surfactant. While TritonTM X-15 is claimed to be insoluble in water by the
manufacturer, we presume it is slightly soluble in ethylene glycol and water, resulting in
the, to oleic acid, qualitatively different spreading behavior.

In future experiments the role of the spatial dimension of the presented flow problem
should be investigated. It would be of interest to systematically vary the pillar height to
lower values than the ones presented up to now, specifically when regarding spreading
under reservoir conditions where the encountered film thicknesses mightbe significantly
lower. To determine the influence of the pillar spacing would also be of interest, i.e. how
large the extend of the interface discontinuities can be such that surfactant can still be
transported effectively. A variation in the pillar diameter and hence the pillar volume
offers could offer conclusions regarding the importance of surfactant desorption into the
pillars.



Chapter 6

Self-sustained drop motion

The physicochemical hydrodynamics underlying the self-sustained motion,or self-pro-
pulsion, of droplets and small solid objects have received considerable attention in recent
years. Famous examples include the motion of water droplets on surfaces exhibiting a
wettability gradient as predicted by Greenspan55 and first demonstrated by Chaudhury
21, the reactive flow of drops containing a wettability modifying substance demonstrated
by Bain8 and of course the famous camphor boats, extensively studied amongst others
by Nakata et al98,100,102,104,107,108,111,112,115,116. Most of the existing literature on self-
sustained droplet motion reviewed in chapter 1 is concerned with the the propulsion
on solid substrates or deep liquid layers. In this chapter a system will be examined in
which surfactant droplets undergo an autonomous motion on thin liquid sub-phase films.
These sub-phase films are confined by chemical surface patterns, prescribing the path of
the droplets. As will be shown in the next chapter, this droplet motion also offers inter-
esting applicational aspects with respect to lab-on-a-chip technology. Here a systematic
investigation of different propulsion conditions and their influence on the propagation
of the droplets is presented. Amongst others the ratio of droplet size and sub-phase
film thickness will be shown to have a pronounced influence on the propulsion behavior.
The drop dynamics were investigated using interference microscopy. Fluorescence mi-
croscopy was applied to characterize the sub-phase morphology evolution in the vicinity
of the moving droplets. Experimental initial and boundary conditions were varied and
various modes of motion were identified.

6.1 Sample preparation

Using photolithography and self-assembling mono-layers of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-
octyltrichlorosilane, as previously described134, chemically patterned surfaces with hy-
drophilic stripes of different widthsw and lengthL on a hydrophobic background were
created. Single-side polished Si wafers (n-type doped with Ph) were used as substrates
in interferometry experiments. When fluorescence microscopy was applied, rectangular

65
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Figure 6.1: a) Sketch of the sub-
phase film (blue, center thickness
h0), deposited ahead of the droplet,
advancing towards the surfactant
droplet (green) due to capillary pres-
sure and gravity. b) Sketch of a
droplet at positionxD propelling
along the sub-phase rivulet. The
hypothesized surfactant surface con-
centration Γ of the sub-phase is
qualitatively illustrated. Behind the
droplet the surface can be assumed
to be covered by a dense mono-layer
of the surfactant (Γ = ΓM ). Ahead
of the droplet the surfactant spreads
along the rivulet surface towards re-
gions of low surface concentration.
The consequence is a concentration
gradient ahead of the droplet asso-
ciated with Marangoni flow of the
sub-phase in the direction of droplet
motion. Experimental images of a
droplet, c) prior to, d+e) during mo-
bilization (t = 0.1 s andt = 0.2 s
after contact) as well as f) during
propulsion (t = 45 s) along the
rivulet.

borosilicate glass microscope cover slides (Gold Seal, product number 3334) with a
thickness between 0.13-0.17 mm were used as substrates. Prior to patterning and exper-
iments the substrates were cleaned using Piranha, a 1:1 mixture of hydrogenperoxide
(J.T. Baker, product number 7047, 30%) and sulfuric acid (J.T. Baker, product number
6057, 95%). Droplets (10-60 nl) of the surfactant cis-9-octadecen-1-ol (oleyl alcohol,
Sigma O8880, 99% purity) were deposited on one edge of the hydrophilic stripe us-
ing a thin glass fiber or aHamilton 7000.5SN micro-syringe as a dip-pen. A thin film
(center thicknessh0), or rivulet of the subphase liquid, a solution of 0.55 wt% sodium-
dodecylsulfate (SDS, Aldrich product number 71727, purity 99%) in anhydrous glycerol
(Aldrich, product number 49767, purity 99%) was then manually depositedon the re-
maining hydrophilic region using a Hamilton 1710RN gastight micro-syringe. A small
area around the surfactant droplet was excluded, i.e. left dry.

Following the deposition of the droplet and the sub-phase rivulet onto the hydrophilic
stripe, capillary pressure and gravity cause the contact line of the sub-phase liquid to ad-
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Figure 6.2: Sub-phase surface ten-
sion γS−Air as a function of oleyl
alcohol surface concentration, mea-
sured using a Wilhelmy-plate.ΓM

indicates the concentration at which
a dense mono-layer covers the sur-
face. Indicated is also the spreading
pressureΠ = γ(Γ = 0)− γ(ΓM ).
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vance towards the surfactant droplet. The corresponding sketch andexperimental image
are shown in Fig. 6.1 a) and c) respectively. Experiments were monitored using an Olym-
pus BX-51 upright microscope with passband-limited illumination with various center
wavelengths. When the advancing rivulet comes in contact with the surfactant droplet
(t = 0) at its initial positionx = 0, two main effects are observed, 1) surfactant in-
duced Marangoni flow in the sub-phase and 2) mobilization and self-propulsion of the
droplet along the rivulet. The initial propulsion or mobilization of a droplet is shown in
the experimental images Fig. 6.1 (d,e) fort = 0.1 s andt = 0.2 s, after initial contact
respectively. A strong deformation from a circular footprint of the droplet is evident
in these images. This deformation reduces over time and the droplet propels along the
rivulet assuming an elliptical footprint as shown in Fig. 6.1 f) for the droplet at t = 45 s.
The droplet width was measured after the initial strong deformation has decayed and the
footprint is elliptical. Associated with the propulsion is a strong thinning of the rivulet
behind the advancing droplet as shown by the interference fringes in theexperimental
images in Fig. 6.1 e) and f).

The droplet motion occurs alongside a Marangoni flow in the sub-phase caused by
the high concentration of surfactant at the interface around the droplet.The interfacial
concentration is decreasing ahead of the droplet, whereas behind the droplet the rivulet
interface can be assumed to be covered by a dense mono-layer of surfactant. The gradient
in the surfactant surface concentration induces a gradient in surfacetension which gives
rise to the sub-phase flow134. This flow facilitates the spreading of a sub-mono-layer of
surfactant along the rivulet ahead of the propelling droplet. The presumed surface con-
centration profile is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 6.1 b) alongside with the monitored
drop positionxD.
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6.2 Interfacial tension measurements, material parameters

Figure 6.2 shows the dependence of the sub-phase surface tension onthe surface con-
centration of oleyl alcohol. A mixture of hexane and oleyl alcohol was deposited onto
different bulk amounts of subphase, denoted by the different symbols inFig. 6.2, while
the surface area of the sub-phase was kept constant. Upon evaporation of the hexane
only the oleyl alcohol was left on the surface and a constant value for the surface tension
γS−Air was measured using a Wilhelmy plate. For equal amounts of deposited surfac-
tant, the surface tension was the same for the different amounts of sub-phase showing
that the droplet surfactant is insoluble in the sub-phase. An initial steep decrease in sur-
face tension with increasing surface concentration is followed by a quasiplateau region.
This quasi plateau region is an indication of a dense mono-layer covering the surface,
indicated in Fig. 6.2 byΓM . The difference in surface tensions of a clean interface and
an interface covered by a dense mono-layer is termed the spreading pressure of the sur-
factantΠ = γ(Γ = 0)− γ(ΓM ).
An equilibrium value ofγD−S = 3.8mN

m was measured for the liquid-liquid interfacial
tension between the sub-phase and the droplet surfactant using a pendant drop tensiome-
ter.
At 25◦C, the temperature at which most of our experiments were conducted, we mea-
sured the viscosity of the pure subphaseµS = 866Pa s using a Brookfield DV-II+ Pro
viscosimeter. This is in agreement with literature values for pure glycerol, witha density
of 1260 kg/m3 and a refractive indexngly = 1.47. The surface tension of oleyl alcohol
was measured asγD−Air = 32 mN

m via pendant drop tensiometry, its density is given in
literature as895 kg/m3, i.e. significantly lower than the density of the sub-phase.

6.3 Drop propagation

The position of the moving dropletsxD was measured as a function of timet, as shown
in Fig. 6.3 (a). For the experiments shown, the droplet widths wereD = 767µm and
850µm for propulsion on sub-phase films of thicknessh0 = 400µm (blue circles) and
160µm (black squares), respectively with a rivulet width ofw = 1.5mm. For both cases
shown, a power-law of the formxD = βtα approximates the experimentally measured
dynamics very well. The propulsion exponentsα of the two droplets areα = 0.53 and
α = 0.7.

The propulsion exponentα depends on the ratioǫ between film thickness of the
subphaseh0 and the droplet widthD as shown in Fig. 6.3 b). Propulsion exponents as
a function ofǫ, are shown for rivulets of widthw = 0.75 mm (red circles),1.5 mm
(black squares) and3 mm (blue triangles). For values ofǫ ≥ 0.25, the exponents appear
to be constant with a value of slightly aboveα ≈ 0.5. For lower values of,ǫ ≤ 0.25,
i.e. thinner films or larger drops, the propulsion exponents increase significantly with
the highest measured values aroundα ≈ 0.9, i.e. motion with almost constant velocity.
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Figure 6.3: a) Drop positionsxD
as a function of time for two pro-
pelling droplets. Striking is the dif-
ference in propulsion exponentα =
0.53 and0.7 for the different ratios
ǫ = h0

D = 0.52 and 0.19 respec-
tively. b) Propulsion exponentsα for
a range ofǫ. The exponents appear
to be constant or independent ofǫ
for ǫ ≥ 0.25. For smaller values of
ǫ, a steep increase in the measured
exponents is evident, with the high-
est values ofα ≈ 0.9 which rep-
resents motion with an almost con-
stant speed. The green dashed line
indicates an exponentα = 0.5. c)
Interference microscopy image (illu-
mination λ = 750 nm) of a pro-
pelling droplet withǫ ≈ 0.17. d)
Magnified view of the back of the
droplet. The decreasing fringe spac-
ing towards the droplet clearly indi-
cates a steepening of the sub-phase
profile towards the droplet.
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In Fig. 6.3 c) an interference image (illumination center wavelengthλ = 750 nm)
of a droplet withǫ ≈ 0.17 is shown. The fringes give an indication of the sub-phase
topography around the drop. Considering the decreasing fringe spacing towards the back
end of the drop, shown in a magnified fashion in Fig. 6.3 d), a steepening ofthe sub-phase
profile towards the droplet is evident. An analysis of the sub-phase configuration around
the droplet using interference microscopy is only feasible in the back of thedroplets,
where the sub-phase film has significantly thinned.

6.4 Sub-phase mapping via fluorescence microscopy

To obtain information about the sub-phase thickness profile around the entire perime-
ter of the droplet inverted fluorescence microscopy was employed. For these experi-
ments0.1wt% of flourescein sodium salt was added to the sub-phase and transparent
glass substrates used with a pattern width ofw = 750 µm. The fluorescence intensity
was correlated to film thickness by calibration via a rivulet of sub-phase with a known
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: (a,b) show color-coded contour plots of the sub-phase topography around
propelling droplets withD = 410µm andD = 530µm on films of initial film heights
h0 = 135µm andh0 = 70µm, respectively and a pattern width ofw = 0.75mm
Iso-height values are color-coded according to the legend on the right.

morphology. The obtained relation between fluorescence intensity and sub-phase mor-
phology allows a conversion of the recorded 2-D intensity maps into 3-D contour plots.
Figures 6.4 (a,b) show color-coded contour plots of the sub-phase topography around
propelling droplets withD = 410µm andD = 530µm on films of initial film heights
h0 = 135µm andh0 = 70µm, respectively and a pattern width ofw = 0.75mm.

6.5 A scaling argument for the drop propulsion

Under certain assumptions a scaling argument can be given for the propulsion of the
droplets

Assuming the droplet to move proportional to the Marangoni flow of the sub-phase
at its position,δxD

δt u(x = xD), and the front position of the spreading surfactant layer
ahead of the dropletxF to propagate with,δxF

δt = u|z=h0
(x = xF ), i.e. with the surface

velocity at its position. Considering only viscous friction and a therefore linear velocity
profile in the sub-phase and the surfactant induced surface tension gradient as a driving
force, the front propagation scales as,

δxf
δt

∼ Πh0
µ

1

xf − xD
, (6.1)

since at the front position the film thickness is always the undisturbed initial film thick-
nessh0. An analogous argument can be applied for the position of the drop by replacing
h0 with an effective film thicknesshe that is the length scale characterizing the viscous
stress at the position of the droplet.

δxD
δt

=
Πhe
µ

1

xf − xD
(6.2)
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HereΠ denotes the spreading pressure of the droplet surfactant. The distance between
droplet and front is then given by subtracting eq.(6.2) from eq.(6.1) and subsequent
integration considering(xf − xD)(t = 0) = 0.

xf − xD =

√

2Π(h0 − he)

µ
t (6.3)

inserting 6.3 into 6.2 and integration gives

xD =
Πhe
µ

2
√
t

√

2Π(h0−he)
µ

=

√

2
Π

µ

he√
h0 − he

√
t (6.4)

The expected propulsion exponent is thereforeα = 0.5 which coincides well with the
experimentally observed values forǫ ≥ 0.25. An extend analysis of the sub-phase
configuration elucidating also the influence of the capillary pressure on thepropelling
droplet could potentially lead to a conclusive reason for the increase in thespreading
exponent for lower aspect ratios.

6.6 Viscosity modulation

In order to vary the velocity of the self-propelling droplets, the modulation ofthe sub-
phase viscosity offers an efficient possibility132. The viscosity of both sub-phase and
droplet decreases with increasing temperature. In Fig. 6.5 b) the temperature dependence
of the sub-phase viscosity is shown and coincides with literature values forpure glyc-
erol. Within the studied range of viscosities, no qualitative difference in the propulsion
behavior was found, i.e. the measured range of exponents for the initial film thickness
of h0 = 250µm was0.53 ≤ α ≤ 0.6. Figure 6.5 a) shows the effect of the subphase
viscosity on the pre-factorβ fitted to the experimental data. The red solid line in Fig.

Figure 6.5: (a) Influence of the tem-
perature modulated sub-phase vis-
cosity on the propulsion dynamics.
The pre-factorβ is approximately
inversely proportional to the square
root of the sub-phase viscosity. (b)
Sub-phase viscosity dependence on
temperature, coinciding with litera-
ture values for pure glycerol.
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6.5 a) corresponds to the relationβ ∼ 1/µ0.5 as expected from the scaling argument
Eq. (6.4) and is a good approximation of the experimental data.

6.7 Meandering motion

In all the propulsion experiments discussed up to now, the initial conditions were as
shown in Fig. 6.1, i.e. a drop was placed on a hydrophilic stripe, a rivulet of sub-phase
material was advancing towards it and upon contact the droplet would slideonto the
rivulet and propel along its length. As a result, the droplets propelled along the center-
line of the sub-phase rivulets. Under different initial conditions the droplets can exhibit
a meandering motion as shown in Fig. 6.6(d-o). In this experiment a droplet of the insol-
uble surfactant was deposited onto a rivulet of glycerol with initial heighth0 ≈ 400µm
and lengthL = 40mm at an off-center position approximately7mm from one edge of
the rivulet. The surfactant used in this experiment was oleic acid (Sigma O1008, 99%
purity), which is chemically very similar to the previously used oleyl alcohol and exhibits
the same propulsion behaviour for experimental conditions as described insection 6.3.

Upon deposition of the surfactant onto the rivulet liquid, the droplet split and a re-
sulting daughter droplet initially propelled towards the nearby longitudinal edge of the
rivulet. Associated with the deposition of the surfactant onto the rivulet was an initial
Marangoni driven flow of sub-phase bulk liquid away from the location ofdeposition.
Due to the small distance of≈ 7mm between the end of the rivulet and the deposition
site and the rather high sub-phase film thicknessh0 ≈ 400µm, the surfactant front,
spreading away from the droplet, can be expected to have reached the end of the rivulet
within several seconds. Ones the surfactant front has reached the edge of the rivulet the
surfactant surface concentration gradient∂Γ/∂x and the associated surface tension gra-
dient(∂γ/∂Γ)(∂Γ/∂x) ahead of the droplet decreased due to accumulation of surfactant
between the droplet and the edge of the rivulet. As a consequence, the Marangoni flow of
sub-phase away from the droplet diminished and was offset by capillaryand hydrostatic
pressure driven flow of sub-phase liquid from the rivulet edge, where liquid had accumu-
lated as a consequence of Marangoni flow, towards the droplet as indicated in Fig. 6.6(e).
Under these conditions, the droplet engaged in a meandering motion againstthe main
direction of the bulk flow which has never been reported in the scientific literature be-
fore. This propulsion behavior can be explained qualitatively considering the flow field
of the sub-phase bulk around the droplet. When bulk liquid is flowing past the droplet on
the negativey−coordinate part of the rivulet (Fig. 6.6(d-g)) the sub-phase surface is lo-
cally expanding due to spatial velocity gradients,∆A/A ∼ ∂ux/∂x∆t. This expansion
goes along with a local decrease in surfactant surface concentration∆A/A ∼ ∆Γ/Γ.
The droplet propels towards regions of low surfactant surface concentration or high bulk
flow rates and associated strong interface expansion. As the droplet propels in negative
y−direction, the flow of sub-phase decreases since the presence of the droplet causes a
thinning of the film surrounding it and is associated with sub-phase flow in thedirection
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Figure 6.6: Interference microscopy images (illumination center wavelengthλ =
650 nm) of a droplet undergoing a meandering motion. After off-centered initialde-
position of an oleic acid droplet on a glycerol rivulet, the droplet split anda resulting
daughter droplet propelled towards the end of the rivulet in a meanderingmotion as
shown in (d-o). Due to capillary pressure the sub-phase exhibited a bulk-flow in nega-
tivex-direction, indicated in (e). This sub-phase flow, subject to flow rate modulation by
the meandering droplet, is associated with a surface expansion, due to velocity gradients,
that effectively reduces the surfactant surface concentration.
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of drop motion. As the droplet approaches the rivulet border aty = −0.75mm the sub-
phase film ahead of it saturates with surfactant, since the chemical patterning imposes
a no-flux boundary condition on the sub-phase and the surfactant aty = −0.75mm.
However since the droplet moved in negativey−direction, sub-phase began to flow in
negativex−direction past it on the positivey−half of the rivulet Fig. 6.6(i-m). This in
turn caused a decrease in local surfactant surface concentration onthis rivulet section
due to the local surface expansion causing the droplet to change from atranslation with
negative velocity iny−directionvy to a positivevy. The described interplay of surfac-
tant surface concentration decreasing sub-phase flow past the droplet and spreading of
surfactant from the droplet alongside its translational motion gives rise to the meander-
ing propulsion characterized by a varying net motion inx−direction and an oscillating
velocity component iny−direction with no net translation.

In Fig. 6.7(a) thex− andy− positionsxD andyD of the droplet center as indicated in
Fig. 6.6(e) are shown as a function of time in black and red respectively.xD is increasing
over time with short periods in which∂xD/∂t < 0. In contrast,yD is oscillating between
−0.4mm < yD < 0.4mm. The velocities of the droplet inx− andy−directionvx
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Figure 6.7: (a) Droplet center
positions in x− and y−direction
(left and right ordinate, respectively)
along thex− and y−axes shown
in Fig. 6.6(d) as a function of
time. They−position yD is oscil-
lating around an average value of
yD = 0 while the x−position ex-
hibits a net increase. (b) Veloc-
ity componentsvx and vy in x−
and y−direction (left and right or-
dinate, respectively) measured dur-
ing the meandering propulsion. The
scatter of the data is mainly due to
discretization effects involved with
the determination of the droplet cen-
ter position.
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Figure 6.8: Optical interference images showing the break-up of a single droplet and the
synchronized meandering motion of the two resulting daughter droplets against the bulk
flow of the sub-phase. Bulk flow was induced by manual supply of sub-phase ahead
of the droplet. The addition of sub-phase liquid resulted in the creation of surfactant
free sub-phase surface ahead of the droplet and a bulk flow due to capillary pressure
towards the droplet. As a consequence of a maximum in the flow rate of bulk supply,
the initially single droplet (b) split (c) and the resulting two daughter droplets exhibited
a synchronized meandering motion.
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Figure 6.9: (a) PositionsxD of the
droplets shown in Fig. 6.8(d-m) in
x−direction . Directly after break-
up of the original droplet, the two
daughter droplets were initially con-
vected with the sub-phase flowing in
negativex−direction. With the on-
set of the meandering motion att ≈
3.5 s the droplets exhibited a net mo-
tion in x−direction. (b)y−positions
yD of the droplets as a function of
time. The trajectory ofyD for t >
3.5 s for the two drops resembles the
data presented in Fig. 6.7(a) for a
single droplet, with the difference
that each of the droplet undergoes
an oscillatory motion in its respec-
tive half of the rivulet.

andvy are shown in Fig. 6.7(b) in black and red, respectively. The periods ofvx < 0
correspond to the times when the droplet is passing the centerline of the rivulet, i.e. as
the droplet center position is aroundyD = 0.

A pair of droplets engaged in the described meandering propulsion can undergo a
synchronized motion. Experimental images of such a synchronized behavior are shown
in Fig. 6.8(f-q). A single droplet was deposited onto a rivulet of glycerol with a water
content of 10 wt% and the same sub-phase liquid was manually supplied via a glass
pipette as shown in Fig. 6.8(a). Upon exceeding a certain threshold of the sub-phase
flow rate, the droplet, previously being practically stationary in the flow of supplied sub-
phase, extended in transversal direction and split, Fig. 6.8(b-e). Two resulting daughter
droplets subsequently engaged in synchronized motion. In reference tothe coordinate
system shown in Fig. 6.8(g) the position of both droplets inx−directionxD is shown in
Fig. 6.9(a) as a function of time. After an initial steep increase,xD slowly decreased, i.e.
the droplets were convected with the sub-phase flow. This was followed bya forward
motion inx−direction of both droplets that is reminiscent of the afore described motion
of the single meandering droplet shown in Fig. 6.7(a). This forward motion started
simultaneously with the oscillating motion iny−direction. The respective position of
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the droplets iny−directionyD are shown in Fig. 6.7(b) in black and blue for the upper
and the lower droplet, respectively. The resemblance of the shown curve for t > 3 s with
the data presented Fig. 6.7(a) is evident, with the difference that each of the individual
droplets is exhibiting the meandering motion in their respective half of the rivulet. As
explained above, the approach of a droplet to the the border of the chemical surface
pattern aty = ±0.75mm goes along with an accumulation of surfactant ahead of the
droplets due to the no flux boundary condition the border of the chemical pattern imposes
on the surfactant and the sub-phase. This causes the droplet to change direction and
to propel with a reversed sign ofvy. The approach of the droplets with each other
has a similar effect since both droplets are sources of surfactant spreading along the
sub-phase surface. Therefore, as the two droplets approach eachother, the surfactant
surface concentration between them increases. Since the droplets move towards regions
of low surface concentration they eventually change the sign of their respectivevy and
move away from each other towards the edges of the rivulet aty = ±0.75mm, where
sub-phase flow gradients have extended the surface and hence the surface concentration
has decreased. These regions of high sub-phase flow rates are indicated in Fig. 6.8(j)
by the light blue arrows. Analogously, as the droplets move apart sub-phase begins to
flow in negativex−direction between the droplets as indicated by the blue arrows in
Fig. 6.8(k,l). This in turn decreases the surfactant concentration in the center of the
rivulet and the droplets eventually move towards the center again and the cycle restarts.

In summary, the described meandering motion of a single droplet as well as the
synchronized motion of a droplet pair are a result of a complex interplay ofsurfactant
spreading from the droplet, the influence of the related surfactant concentration gradients
on the sub-phase flow and vice versa and the influence of the confinement due to the
chemical surface patterning.

6.8 Intermittent propulsion

In Section 6.6 the effect of a viscosity reduction by means of a temperature increase on
the propulsion speed was presented. Due to the uniform heating of the entire experimen-
tal setup in these measurements, the viscosity of the droplets also decreased. If the sub-
phase viscosity is reduced by addition of water, the droplet viscosity remains unchanged
and the viscosity ratio between subphase and droplet is modulated. For addition of up
to 15 wt% DI-water the effect is practically equivalent to the viscosity modulation via
temperature. At15 wt% DI-water content and above, the droplets frequently broke up
during mobilization. In this type of system sufficiently small droplets, however, i.e. with
a footprint of≤ 100 µm exhibited anin the existing literature undescribedintermittent
mode of self-propulsion. In the measurements described here a sub-phase of glycerol
with a 15 wt% DI-water content and the insoluble surfactant oleic acid (Sigma O1008,
99% purity) were used. As in the experiments described in Section 6.3 a surfactant
droplet was placed onto one end of a rivulet with length40mm while the sub-phase liq-
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Figure 6.10: (a-c) Droplet in inter-
mittent propulsion mode att = 0 s
t = 2.6 s andt = 5.16 s respec-
tively. (d) Droplet position att =
9.1 s. The green line shows the tra-
jectory of the droplet from its initial
position to the point when the it has
been completely consumed. (e) Pro-
pelled distance over time. The ex-
perimental data (symbols) is well ap-
proximated with a linear velocity of
184µm/s. Even though the drop de-
creases in volume over time its speed
remains constant allowing the con-
clusion that the speed is independent
of its size.

uid was deposited at the other end. The droplets engaged in self-propulsion upon contact
of the sub-phase with the advancing sub-phase. Due to the abrupt nature of this intermit-
tent propulsion mode, only sufficiently small droplets (footprint of≤ 100 µm) engaged
in this type of propulsion. Larger droplets broke up upon contact with the sub-phase and
the sub-phase surface was due to this break-up largely saturated with surfactant.

Experimental images of the intermittent propulsion are shown in Fig. 6.10 (a-d)for
the droplet at timest = 0 s, t = 2.6 s, t = 5.16 s andt = 9.1 s respectively. When
the droplet began to propel, it initially moved along the gradient of the height profile
and then continued along the rivulet centerline where the sub-phase film thickness is
highest. The trajectory of the droplet is indicated in Fig. 6.10 (d) by the green solid line.
The initial motion towards the center of the rivulet is followed by a straight motionalong
the rivulet centerline. In Fig. 6.10 (d) the sub-phase has already started to flow back onto
the former path of the droplet. For this intermittent mode, the time averaged propelled
distance increases linearly with time as shown in Fig. 6.10 e). A constant time averaged
speed of< u >= 184µm/s is a good approximation of the experimental data. The
fact that the propelling droplet is depleted in the course of the experiment yet its speed
remains constant during the experiment allows the conclusion that the droplet size is not
a determining factor for the speed in this propulsion mode.

Figure 6.11(a-l) shows high resolution images illucidating the mechanism of the
intermittent propulsion. When the droplet is in contact with the sub-phase (t = 0 ms, (a))
it begins to slide onto the sub-phase layer ahead of it (t = 10 ms,(b)) and moves forward.
At t = 10 ms the triple line of the droplet is not clearly visible. Since the droplet consists
of a surface active substance the rivulet interface around it is immediatelycovered by a
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Figure 6.11: Series of interference microscopy images of a micro-dropletengaged in an
intermittent mode of propulsion. (b) and (k), droplet in contact with the sub-phase bulk,
it is impossible in these images to detect the triple line of the surfactant droplet. (c-e),
(h-j) and (l), droplet gradually moving forward on the thin sub-phase filmleft behind by
the retracting sub-phase bulk. (c,h,l) sub-phase in its most retracted state.(g) droplet in
the moment of detachment from the sub-phase bulk.
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dense mono-layer of the surfactant, leading to a strong localized reductionof its surface
tension. The consequence of this local reduction in surface tension around the drop are
strong gradients in surface tension giving rise to sub-phase flow away from the drop. Due
to the low viscosity of the sub-phase (15 wt% DI-water) this retracting flow exceeds
the speed with which the droplet is sliding onto the rivulet such that the droplet does
not engage in a continuous motion as discussed in Section 6.3. This step is shown in
Fig. 6.11 att = 10 ms,(b),t = 100 ms,(g) andt = 180 ms,(k). Instead of the sliding
on as in the continuous propulsion, the sub-phase ahead of the drop thinssignificantly
leaving behind only a film of thickness≈ 1 µm around the drop. This thin film is clearly
visible by the interference fringes in the experimental images in Fig. 6.11. Thethickness
of this film increases towards the drop, where the sub-phase forms a meniscus with the
contact line of the droplet elevating it from the substrate. Due to the curvature of the
meniscus, capillary pressure causes the droplet to slide forward slowly (t = 20 ms to
70 ms, Fig. 6.11(c-e) andt = 120 ms to160 ms Fig. 6.11(h-i)). The meniscus in the
front of the droplet is clearly visible as well as the absence of such a meniscus in the
back of the drop. The high surface concentration of the surfactant onthe film that had
contact with the droplet quickly redistributes over the entire length of the rivulet such
that the overall surface concentration is diluted towards a low level. The sub-phase film
then flows back towards the drop due to the capillary and hydrostatic pressure which
is no longer overcome by the surfactant-induced surface tension gradients. Once the
sub-phase has reached the droplet again, the process starts over until the entire droplet is
depleted.

The entire process is therefore alternating between relatively fast dropmotion fol-
lowing the contact of the drop with the sub-phase, Fig. 6.11(b,g,k),t = 10 ms, t =
100 ms andt = 180 ms and a slower motion as the drop is pulled forward by the nega-
tive capillary pressure due to the curved sub-phase meniscus left behind by the retracting
sub-phase,t = 20 ms to70 ms, Fig. 6.11(c-e) andt = 120 ms to160 ms Fig. 6.11(h-i).

6.9 Summary and conclusions

Several newly discovered modes of self-sustained motion exhibited by insoluble surfac-
tant droplets on thin liquid sub-phase films have been described in this chapter. The
sub-phase films were confined by chemical surface patterns.

For the presented continuous mode of straight propulsion, the experimentally mea-
sured drop position was found to follow a powerlawxD βtα. A systematic investigation
of the propulsion conditions on viscous sub-phase films revealed two regimes with differ-
ent propulsion exponents. When the droplet size exceeded a certain threshold compared
to the initial sub-phase film thickness a pronounced increase of the propulsion exponents
α was found, while the exponents appear constant for droplet sizes below that threshold.
Fluorescence microscopy was employed to analyze the sub-phase topography around
the droplets. When the sub-phase viscosity is strongly reduced by a change in its com-
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position, leaving the drop viscosity unaltered, an intermittent mode of drop motionwas
discovered.

Note: The results presented in this chapter have in parts been presented in the 2012
Small mattersvideo contest by the American Institute of Physics (AIP). The contribution
was selected the contest winner by the Editorial Advisory Board ofBiomicrofluidics.
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Chapter 7

Self-propelling surfactant droplets
in chemically-confined microfluidics

In the previous chapter it was shown that droplets of certain insoluble surfactants can ex-
hibit self-sustained motion on a chemically confined sub-phase, provided suitable asym-
metric initial conditions. The focus of chapter 6 was on the propulsion behavior and the
different modes of motion depending on the experimental conditions. In this chapter,
certain application related aspects in open-surface microfluidic devices are investigated
for these self-propelling droplets.

Open-surface microfluidic devices offer certain advantages over conventional pres-
sure-driven, channel-based microfluidic systems, such as easy access, but also suffer
from draw-backs, e.g. the incompatibility with operation by mechanical pumps20. Es-
tablished liquid actuation techniques in open-surface microfluidic devices are optowet-
ting69, dielectrophoresis77, thermocapillary actuation30,31,122, and vibration27 as well as
electrowetting1,85,95,121, which has recently also been applied in open/closed-surface hy-
brid devices2. Specifically with respect to cheap, single-use-type devices, a drawback
of these techniques is the necessity of an external power source and theintegration of
electrodes or electric heating elements into the microfluidic system. A viable alterna-
tive for these kind of devices are passive liquid actuation mechanisms, which have been
demonstrated for closed10,88,124,147as well as open-surface microfluidic devices20.

This chapter illustrates the applicability of surfactant self-propulsion as a passive
driving mechanism for droplets in chemically-confined microfluidics, eliminatingthe
necessity of an externally powered actuation mechanism. The droplets, consisting of
an insoluble surfactant, exhibit directed motion on thin films of a second liquid, termed
sub-phase. These sub-phase layers are spatially confined by chemical surface patterns,
forming fluidic pathways for the self-propelling droplets. The novel concept of using
passively moving droplets to transport solid cargo particles is presented here. The cargo
hereby is of a size comparable to the droplets themselves. Furthermore, it willbe demon-
strated that at fluidic junctions in the chemical patterning the droplets can be either split
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Figure 7.1: (a) Sketch of a typical hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface pattern. (b+c) Il-
lustration of the mobilization of a droplet, (b) the sub-phase liquid spreads towards the
droplets due to capillary pressure, (c) the droplet is in contact with the sub-phase, is mo-
bilized, and propels along the confined sub-phase film. (d-g) Differentstages in a propul-
sion experiment with initial film thicknessh0 = 295 µm. (d) Droplet (VD ≈ 19 nl) prior
to contact with the advancing sub-phase rivulet. (e) Droplet≈ 0.1 s after contact with
the sub-phase, in the process of getting mobilized. (f,g) Droplet in an early(t = 1 s) and
later stage of the propulsion (t = 77 s). The initially nearly half circular shape quickly
relaxes towards a circular one.

or their trajectory can be controlled using thermal routing. The driving force for the
droplet motion has its origin in the Marangoni-flows induced by the non-uniform surfac-
tant distribution around the droplets. Related propulsion mechanisms for drop transport
along liquid-air23 as well as liquid-solid interfaces139 have been studied in recent years.

7.1 Experimental details

The chemical patterning procedure, based on photolithography and self-assembling mo-
no-layers of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane was describedin detail in chap-
ter 3, along with the subsequent cleaning step. Using this procedure chemically pat-
terned surfaces on Si-substrates and borosilicate glass slides (thickness 150 µm), with
hydrophilic stripes of lengthL ≥ 220 mm and widthw = 1.5 mm on a hydrophobic
background were created, as sketched in Fig. 7.1(a).

For experiments without cargo, a droplet of the surfactant cis-9-octadecen-1-ol (oleyl
alcohol) is deposited on one edge of the hydrophilic region using a glass fiber as a dip-
pen. The droplet volumesVD in the experiments ranged from 4-60 nl. After droplet
deposition, the sub-phase liquid (film thicknessh0), a 0.55 wt% solution of sodium
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Figure 7.2: (a) Sketch of the surface pattern used for cargo loading, prior to sub-phase
deposition. A droplet deposited on the tip of the hydrophilic wedge propels forward
towards the cargo due to the increasing hydrophilic surface area covered by it. (b) Ex-
perimental images of the cargo pick-up, taken with a telecentric lens in a side-view con-
figuration. The initial cargo position is indicated by the black arrows on the bottom. (c)
Mobilization and propulsion of a particle transporting droplet. The cargo position in the
micrograph sequence is indicated by the red arrows. (d) Droplet positionas a function
of time for a droplet and a particle transporting droplet indicated by the blackcircles and
red squares respectively. Also shown, data for drop propulsion on sub-phase liquid with
viscosities reduced by increased temperature (green diamonds) and10 wt% DI-water
addition (blue triangles). (e-g) top-view images of a particle transporting droplet, (e)
prior to mobilization, (f) during mobilization, (g) propelling with the particle.

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in anhydrous glycerol, is evenly distributed on theremaining hy-
drophilic region using aHamilton 1710RN gastight micro-syringe, excluding a small
area around the surfactant droplet.

Following deposition, the contact line of the sub-phase liquid advances towards the
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surfactant droplet due to capillary spreading, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1(b). When the
advancing sub-phase rivulet comes in contact with the surfactant droplet (t = 0), the
latter is mobilized and slides onto the rivulet, as shown in Fig. 7.1(c,e). Subsequently,
the surfactant droplet self-propels along the rivulet, whereby strongfilm-thinning behind
the advancing droplet is evident. Optical micrographs of droplet mobilizationand self-
propulsion along a chemically confined sub-phase film (h0 = 295 µm) are shown in
Fig. 7.1(d,e) and (f,g), respectively. The experiment was monitored using an Olympus
BX-51 upright microscope, with the illuminating light passband-limited around a center
wavelength ofλ = 650nm with a bandpass of∆λ ≈ 10 nm.

Fig. 7.2(d) shows the positionxD of a droplet (VD ≈ 23 nl) as a function of timet
for propulsion on a sub-phase film of thicknessh0 = 325 µm (black circles). To very
good approximation the dynamics are described by a power-law of the formxD = t0.55.

As illustrated in Fig. 7.2(d), the propulsion speed can be adjusted by modulating
the sub-phase viscosity. Experimental data is shown for an experiment at55◦C (green
diamonds,VD ≈ 9 nl) and at25◦C with 10 wt% of DI-water added to the sub-phase
(blue triangles,VD ≈ 13 nl), resulting in viscosities of105 mPa-s and152 mPa-s
respectively (original sub-phase viscosityµsub(25

◦C) = 870 mPa-s). In both cases the
observed propulsion speed is strongly increased, whilexD(t) remains well approximated
by a power-law of the formxD = t0.55.

7.2 Cargo loading and transport

The self-propelling droplets can be used to transport solid cargo particles. In the exper-
iments described here, poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) beads (Altuglass,density =
1.19 kg/m3) were used as a model cargo. In Fig. 7.2(a) a chemical surface patternis
sketched that facilitates controlled pickup of a cargo particle by the droplets. Prior to
sub-phase deposition, the particle is deposited inside a hydrophilic wedge,a surfactant
droplet is deposited on the tip of the hydrophilic wedge (tp = 0), moves forward and,
provided its volumeVD is sufficient, reaches the cargo particle and engulfs it. This short
distance propulsion is based on the increase in hydrophilic surface areacovered by the
droplet as it moves forward in the hydrophilic wedge154.

Experimental images of a typical pickup process are shown in Fig. 7.2 (b) with the
initial cargo position indicated by the black arrows on the bottom. After the surfactant
droplet detached from the dip-pen (tp = 0 s), it moved into the hydrophilic wedge,
towards the cargo. When the droplet reached the cargo particle, it was initially drawn
towards the droplet until it was completely engulfed (tp = 0.6 s), after which it moved
with the droplet along the hydrophilic wedge.

Following the pickup of the cargo particle, sub-phase is deposited and the mobi-
lization of the droplet on the liquid sublayer occurs in the same fashion as fordroplets
without cargo. Experimental images of the mobilization and propulsion of a particle
transporting droplet are shown in Fig. 7.2(c,e-g), for an experiment in side-view config-
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uration and taken with an up-right microscope, respectively. In Fig. 7.2(d) the position
of a particle conveying droplet is shown as a function of time by the red squares. It is
evident that the droplet dynamics are basically equivalent with the ones for a droplet
propelling without a cargo particle (black circles). Cargo transport experiments were
conducted with as-received, hydrophobic beads as well as UV/ozonetreated (10 min)
beads, hydrophilic, and no difference in the transport behavior was found.

7.3 Fluidic junction - splitting and routing

At binary junctions in the fluidic pathways, droplets can either be split or directed in one
of the continuing branches. Experimental images of a splitting droplet (VD ≈ 11 nl) are
shown in Fig. 7.3(a-c) (h0 = 250 µm). When the droplet reached the junction (tj = 0)
it extended orthogonally to its original propulsion direction. After thinning in itscenter
region the droplet split up and both daughter droplets propelled independently along
their respective fluidic branches.

By increasing the temperature of one of the junction branches, the dropletscan be
directed into the opposite branch, without breakup occurring. Two different experimen-
tal implementations will be described here, demonstrating this thermal steering, both for
droplets with and without cargo. The first implementation is depicted in Fig. 7.3(d). A
small PDMS flow cell is attached to the bottom of the patterned glass substrate directly
underneath one of the branches.

Figure 7.3(e-h) show experimental images of a droplet (VD ≈ 24 nl,) steered at a
junction using this implementation (h0 = 285 µm). Short before (≈ 2 s) the droplets
reached the junction, water with a temperature of about10◦C above ambient temperature
(25◦C) was pumped through the flow cell at a flow rate of about0.5 ml/s. Due to
the thin substrate thickness (150 µm), the sub-phase film on top of the heated area
quickly reaches the same temperature as the heating liquid. The droplet was initally
stretched orthogonally to its propulsion direction, Fig. 7.3(f), retracted from the sub-
phase liquid in the heated branch, Fig. 7.3(g), and propelled along the unheated branch,
Fig. 7.3(h). It should be noted, that under standard conditions human body temperature
would therefore be sufficient to provide the same temperature differencein the fluidic
branches as this PDMS flow-cell setup.

In the second configuration, heating was performed using a focused infrared laser
beam (λ = 1470 nm). The beam diameter at its focal point was50 µm and the output
power of the laser was measured to be1 W. To ensure complete absorption of the laser
beam, the patterned glass substrate was placed onto aSchott KG-3infrared-absorbing
glass slide. The entire setup was placed onto an inverted microscope to monitorthe
droplets. This experimental implementation is sketched in Fig.7.4 (a). When the droplets
reached the junction, the laser was triggered for1.5 s to illuminate a spot approximately
1 mm ahead of the droplets in one of the branches. As before, the droplets reliably
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Figure 7.3: (a-c) Interfer-
ence microscopy images
of a droplet splitting at
a fluidic junction. After
reaching the junction, (a),
the droplet was stretched
orthogonally to the rivulet,
thinned in its center, (b),
and split into two indepen-
dently propelling droplets,
(c). (d) Experimental
configuration for heat in-
duced droplet steering at
fluidic junctions using a
PDMS flow cell. (e-h)
Microscopy images of a
droplet steered at a flu-
idic junction. (e) Short
before the droplet reached
the junction attj = 0,
heating liquid was pumped
through the flow cell. The
droplet was stretched or-
thogonally to its propul-
sion direction, (f), de-
tached from the sub-phase
liquid in the heated branch,
(g), and moved into the un-
heated branch, (h).

propelled along the unheated branch. Figure 7.4 (b-e) show microscopyimages of a
droplet steered at a fluidic junction using infrared illumination. The bright spot in the
images on the lower branch is a guide laser, as marked in Fig. 7.4(c). It is illuminating
an area around the focal point of the infrared laser. While this guide laser was switched
on during the entire experiment, this was not the case for the infrared illumination. It
should be noted that the droplet in the experiment shown in Fig. 7.4(b-e) was transporting
a cargo bead (indicated in Fig. 7.4(e)).

The temperature asymmetry between the fluidic branches has two main effects.As
shown in chapter 6, the viscosity of the sub-phase used in the experiments strongly de-
creases as temperature increases. Higher temperatures also lower the surface tension
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Figure 7.4: (a) Experimental configuration for heat induced droplet steering at fluidic
junctions via infrared laser illumination. The glass substrate with a fluidic pathway in-
cluding a junction is placed on an infrared absorbing glass. Inverted microscopy is used
to monitor the drop dynamics. (b-e) Upon approach the droplet reaching the junction
infrared laser illumination (nominal output power1W) of an area slightly ahead of the
drop is triggered (illumination time≈ 1 s). The localized temperature increase in the
illuminated branch directs the droplet into the unheated branch. The bright spot in the
lower branch of the microscope images is illumination by a guide laser, as markedin (c).
The area illuminated by the infrared laser is in the center of this spot. The droplet in this
experiment was transporting a cargo bead, as indicated in (e).

of most liquids, the temperature coefficient of glycerol is∂γ/∂T ≈ −0.06 mN/(m
K) 117. The surface of the sub-phase (glycerol containing0.55 wt% of SDS) directly
ahead of the droplet is covered with with an unknown surface concentration Γ of the
surfactant the droplet consists of. Considering the data shown in Fig. 6.2, the local
surface tension of the sub-phase is therefore betweenγ(Γ = 0) = 49.2mN/m and
γ(Γ = Γm) = γ(Γ = 0) − Πdroplet = 32.3mN/m, withΠdroplet denoting the spread-
ing pressure of the droplet surfactant andΓm denoting the surface concentration cor-
responding to a dense mono-layer of this surfactant. To first order approximation the
temperature coefficient of the sub-phase can be assumed to be same as for the pure glyc-
erol, i.e. ∂γ/∂T ≈ −0.06mN/(m K). In the case of steering via the PDMS flow cell
shown in Fig. 7.3 the temperature of the steering fluid was∆T = 10K above the ex-
perimental conditions. The flow-cell was attached on the bottom of a glass substrate
with a thickness of≈ 150µm. Considering these experimental conditions, assuming a
decay of the temperature increase from the heated area along the fluidic path over a dis-
tance of0.5mm is justified. The temperature gradient induces a surface tension gradient
which then would be∂T

∂x
∂γ
∂T ≈ −1.2 mN/m

mm , assuming a linear temperature profile. When
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considering the surfactant induced surface tension gradient,∂Γ
∂x

∂γ
∂Γ in an unmodulated

branch a first order approximation is the assumption of a linear increase in surface ten-
sion fromγ(Γ = Γm) = γ(Γ = 0)−Πdroplet= 32.3mN/m toγ(Γ = 0) = 49.2mN/m.
HereΓ = 0 corresponds to the condition of the sub-phase surface ahead of the leading
edge of the droplet surfactant atxfront, which is spreading in a mono-layer ahead of the
drop. For the surfactant induced surface tension gradient to be of thesame order as the
temperature induced gradient estimated before, the leading edge of the surfactant front
xfront would therefore have to bexfront − xD ≈ 14mm. Steering experiments were
conducted between approximately30 s and several minutes after initial droplet mobi-
lization. Considering the data shown in Fig. 3.6 for the spreading of a similar surfactant
from a stationary source, these are realistic values. It can therefore be concluded that
the mechanism underlying the thermal steering is a reduction of the interfacialand sur-
face tension associated with a thermocapillary stress opposing the surfactant-induced
Marangoni stress in the heated branch. The resulting inequality of the capillary and
contact line forces on the droplet in the different branches facilitates therouting of the
droplets.

7.4 Summary

It was demonstrated in this chapter that the self-propelling droplets described in chap-
ter 6 can be applied as a transport mechanism for solid cargo particles. The trajectory of
the droplets was prescribed by a chemically confined liquid substrate. A thermal rout-
ing mechanism was proposed for trajectory control of the droplets at fluidic junctions
in the prescribed path. Two experimental implementations of this routing mechanism
were demonstrated, a flow cell with temperature controlled liquid, as well as tempera-
ture modulation via infrared laser illumination. The independence from external power
sources, integrated electrodes or heating elements to propel the droplets,makes the con-
cept specifically interesting for applications in inexpensive, single-use-type devices.

Note: The results presented in this chapter have been published inD. K. N. Sinz and
A. A. Darhuber, Self-propelling surfactant droplets in chemically-confined microfluidics
- cargo transport, drop-splitting and trajectory control, Lab on a Chip, 2012, Vol. 12 pp.
705-707and in parts were also presented in the 2012Small MattersVideo contest by the
American Institute of Physics (AIP). The entry was selected the contest winner by the
Editorial Advisory Board ofBiomicrofluidics.



Chapter 8

Summary and Perspectives

This thesis summarizes addresses experimental work regarding flow in thin liquid films
induced by spatially non-uniform surfactant distributions. The flow dynamics as a con-
sequence of the deposition of a droplet of an insoluble surfactant onto athin liquid film
covering a solid substrate where discussed as a starting point in Chapter 2.The condi-
tions in the vicinity of the surfactant source, neglected in previous studies,were closely
investigated. Application of interference and fluorescence microscopy revealed that the
radially outwards directed displacement of the subphase, induced by the surfactant in-
duced Marangoni stresses, is strongly influenced by the conditions near the surfactant
source, i.e. the supply rate of surfactant from the source as the spreading proceeds. In
this context a novel oscillatory contact line instability of the surfactant droplet was de-
scribed. This instability modulates the flow rate of liquid from under the dropletand
with it indirectly the supply of surfactant from the location of the source to thespreading
front.

Considering conditions relevant to surfactant spreading in an oil reservoir in Chap-
ter 3 the influence of a chemically imposed confinement on the sub-phase, along the
surface of which a surfactant spreads, was investigated. A pronounced transition in the
morphology evolution of the flowing thin film was found to be induced by the spatial
restriction imposed through chemical surface patterns. The experimental results are in
excellent agreement with numerical simulations by Myroslava Hanyak61,134. With re-
spect to conditions in an oil reservoir results the spreading of surfactants along liquid-air
interfaces can only give a first order approximation. The studies of Chapter 3 were
therefore extend to the interface between two thin liquid films in Chapter 4. Surfactant
spreading was studied here along the liquid-liquid interface of thin liquid films. Resem-
bling reservoir conditions, the films were subject to both, physical confinement as well
as confinement imposed by a wettability pattern.

In the context of surfactant spreading, it is a conceptually entirely new discovery,
that surfactant induced Marangoni flows cannot only transport surfactants along fluid
interfaces but can also efficiently transport surfactants along interfaces exhibiting con-
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siderably sized discontinuities. All existing literature in the field of surfactantspread-
ing exclusively regarded continuous fluid interfaces. This novel phenomenon was the
topic of Chapter5. The convective surfactant spreading along discontinuous interfaces is
directly relevant to the spreading of surfactants in an oil reservoir. In these porous un-
derground rock formations the oil-water interface is not necessarily connected, such that
surfactant spreading through a reservoir involves transport over interface discontinuities.

In future studies it would be of interest to investigate the possibility of utilizing the
described surfactant induced flow phenomena as a transport mechanism of functional
substances150, e.g. wettability modifiers. This would be specifically interesting for dead-
end pore geometries as they are inaccessible to pressure driven flows.Suitable alteration
of the wettability conditions in such pores might induce oil expulsion, e.g. via gravity
driven mobilization of previously trapped oil volumes.

The implications of surfactant induced flow phenomena in printing and coatingap-
plications is another field suggesting itself for fruitful future research. Surfactants caus-
ing crater formation and dry spot nucleation in coating layers can induce mottling and
therefore, in the case of protective coatings as found in automotive applications, be a pre-
cursor of wear and corrosion148. The presence of surfactants in the ink used for inkjet
printing was recently shown to retard the leveling process of printed lines60. Since solidi-
fication prior to leveling should be avoided to ensure high quality prints this phenomenon
extends the drying time of the inks. Combining qualitatively different surfactants, e.g.
slow and fast adsorbing types, might reduce the flow retarding surfacetension gradi-
ents induced by the surface deformation during leveling. Such a surfactant combination
would therefore have a positive effect on the leveling times.

Lubrication of rolling bearings is another technological application in which thin
film fluid flow plays a significant role. The lubrication of the bearings is oftenthe de-
termining factor for their lifetime25,145, provided correct operating conditions. A rolling
bearing is properly lubricated if the rolling element is separated from the raceway sur-
face via low shear separation layer formed by the lubricant (oil or grease). Fluorinated
surfactants could possibly modulate the surface tension of lubricant fluidssufficiently to
induce flows under suitable conditions. Already minute contributions towardsthe ref-
ormation of lubrication layers could significantly extend the service life of closed roller
bearings where lubrication cannot be ensured via regular maintenance.In this context
it could also be of interest to investigate the possibility of fluid management via surface
energy modification.

A focus of this thesis besides the spreading of surfactants was on the self-propulsion
of surfactant droplets. Experimental results of these studies were presented in Chapter 6
and 7. Self-propulsion dynamics exhibited by insoluble surfactant droplets on thin liquid
films are systematically investigated in Chapter 6. Several modes of motion were de-
scribed. A directed continuous propulsion as well as a meandering mode of propulsion.
This meandering motion can also be exhibited by a pair of droplets in a synchronized
fashion. Finally an intermittent form of droplet propagation was described.

The systematic study of the various modes of propulsion is complemented with the
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outline of a potential application in microfluidic devices in Chapter 7. In this context
the novel phenomenon of transporting solid cargo particles using these self-propelling
droplets is described. Navigation of the droplets across micro-fluidic networks is demon-
strated by controlling the temperature field around the drop e.g. using an infrared laser.
The independence from external power sources, integrated electrodes or heating ele-
ments to propel the droplets, makes the concept specifically interesting for applications
in inexpensive, single-use-type devices.
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List of symbols

t time.

x, y, z spatial coordinates in a Cartesian coordinate system.

r, φ, z spatial coordinates in a Cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem.

µ viscosity.

p pressure.

pcap capillary pressure.

m mass.

γ surface or interfacial tension.

Γ surface concentration of a surface active substance.

γm surface tension of a liquid covered by a dense mono-
layer of surfactant.

Γm surface concentration of a surface active substance
on a liquid covered by a dense monolayer of this
surfactant.

c surfactant bulk concentration.
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108 List of symbols

Π spreading pressure of a surfactant, the difference in
surface tensions between a liquid surface covered
with a certain surface concentration of a surfactant
and without this surfactant.

λ wavelength of light, e.g. illuminating light.

nSubstance refractive index of a substance.

I fluorescence intensity.

∆t duration of the global subphase expulsion stage, as
discussed in chapter 2.

rmax rim position in radial spreading experiments.

h0 initial sub-phase film thicknesses.

R0 droplet diameter.

V0 volume of sub-phase initially located under the de-
posited surfactant droplet, as discussed in chapter 2.

Vgl volume of sub-phase expelled in the global expul-
sion stage, as discussed in chapter 2.

w width of chemical surface patterns.

L length of chemical surface patterns.

ω spinning speed during spin coating.

ǫ aspect ratio, film thickness divided by pattern width
or subphase film thickness divided by droplet width.

wGap distance between consecutive pillars in the experi-
ments of chapter 5.

DP pillar diameter in the experiments as discussed in
chapter 5.
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hP pillar height in the experiments as discussed in chap-
ter 5.

xD, yD x− and y−position of self-propelling droplets,
chapter 6.

vx, vy velocity components of self-propelling droplets in
x− andy−direction, respectively, chapter 6.

VD droplet volume, chapter 6.
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Summary

The topic of the experimental work summarized in my thesis is the flow in thin liquid
films induced by non-uniformly distributed surfactants. The flow dynamics asa conse-
quence of the deposition of a droplet of an insoluble surfactant onto a thinliquid film
covering a solid substrate were discussed as a starting point in Chapter 2.A strong focus
in this context was on the effect of the conditions in the vicinity of the surfactant source.
It was shown, by application of interference and fluorescence microscopy, that the radi-
ally outwards directed displacement of the subphase, induced by the surfactant induced
Marangoni stresses, is strongly influenced by the conditions near the surfactant source,
i.e. the supply of surfactant from the source as the spreading proceeds. A novel oscilla-
tory contact line instability of the surfactant droplet was described which modulates the
flow rate of liquid from underneath the droplet.

Considering conditions relevant to surfactant spreading in an oil reservoir in Chap-
ter 3 the influence of a chemically imposed confinement on the sub-phase, along the
surface of which a surfactant spreads, was investigated. A pronounced transition in the
morphology evolution of the flowing thin film was found to be induced by the spatial
restriction imposed through chemical surface patterns. The experimental results are in
excellent agreement with numerical simulations reported by Myroslava Hanyak. Regard-
ing conditions in an oil reservoir, results for the spreading of surfactants along liquid-air
interfaces can only give a first order approximation. The studies of Chapter 3 were
therefore extended to the interface between two thin liquid films in Chapter 4. Here the
spreading of a surfactant, soluble in one phase, is studied along the liquid-liquid interface
of thin films. Resembling reservoir conditions, the films were subject to both, physical
as well as chemical confinement, the later imposed by a wettability pattern.

In the context of surfactant spreading, it is a conceptually entirely new discovery
that surfactant induced Marangoni flows cannot only transport surfactants along fluid
interfaces but can also efficiently transport surfactants along interfaces exhibiting con-
siderably sized discontinuities. All existing literature in the field of surfactantspreading
exclusively regards continuous fluid interfaces. This novel phenomenon is the topic of
Chapter 5. The convective surfactant spreading along discontinuousinterfaces is di-
rectly relevant to the Marangoni driven spreading of surfactants in anoil reservoir. In
these porous underground rock formations the oil-water interface is notnecessarily con-
nected, such that surfactant spreading through a reservoir involvestransport over inter-
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face discontinuities.
Besides the spreading of surfactants, I also studied the self-propulsionof surfactant

droplets. The results of my experimental studies were presented in Chapter6 and 7.
Self-propulsion dynamics exhibited by insoluble surfactant droplets on thinliquid films
are systematically investigated in Chapter 6. Several modes of motion were described,
from directed continuous propulsion over a meandering mode of propulsion, that can
also be exhibited by a pair of droplets in a synchronized fashion, to an intermittent form
of droplet propagation.

The systematic study of the various modes of propulsion is complemented with the
outline of a potential application in microfluidic devices in Chapter 7. In this context I am
describing the novel phenomenon of transporting solid cargo particles using these self-
propelling droplets which can be routed across micro-fluidic networks by controlling the
temperature field around the drop e.g. using an infrared laser. The independence from
external power sources, integrated electrodes or heating elements to propel the droplets,
makes the concept specifically interesting for applications in inexpensive,single-use-
type devices.

In this thesis surfactant induced flows are studied in a wide range of system configu-
rations. Confinement effects on the spreading dynamics are investigated systematically.
These studies are complemented by the presentation of novel phenomena such as the
Marangoni driven convective transport of surfactants along discontinuous interfaces.
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